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IN THE BEGINNING

Bill Hewlett built this
audio oscillator for his
Stanford University thesis project in 1938. When
HP became a company in
1939, it was developed
into the product known
as the HP 200A audio
oscillator.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Ou're holding a piece of history
-the final edition of MEASURE
magazine. It represents a look
back at 61 years of Hewlett-Packard
and world history, and 37 years of
MEASURE history.
Whether you're a long-time employee
who now works for Agilent Technologies or a brand new HP employee just
learning about this amazing company,
we hope this edition of MEASURE
gives you insights into our past and
our future.
We live in an incredible time. Companies that have never made a profit
-some that haven't even produced a
product-are considered "hot." HP,
which has made a profit in about 242
consecutive quarters, seemingly has
to re-prove itself to fmancial experts
every quarter.
Go figure.
This is a company of superlatives.
Most admired. Best managed. Nicest
people. Most generous. Finest products. It's been a model for the best
and the brightest-and those who
aspire to be. Now, as two separate
organizations, we have the potential
either to establish two new examples
of creative excellence-or become
just two more me-too companies.
Ever since the HP/Agilent split
was announced in March 1999, both
companies have produced volumes
of words to position themselves. But
as this edition of MEASURE demonstrates, actions ultimately determine
how people judge us. You say you're
agile? Inventive? Prove it.

Y

One way we can demonstrate our
successes is through storytelling.
And that's why publications such as
MEASURE-and its successor invent
magazine-are so important. For
37 years, MEASURE has told HP
stories about people, products and
philosophy, such as HP values and
the HPWay.
Every month or two (the frequency
has changed over time), the magazine
has attempted to carry out Dave
Packard's mandate of being informative and entertaining. We've told
stories that have been interesting
to employees, their families, friends
and customers. We've communicated
company messages, but haven't
been required just to parrot the
company line.
I see a lot of publications from
other companies and talk with my
counterparts there, and I can tell you
that MEASURE stacks up very well.
This May-June edition is the
309th-and my 75th-in MEASURE
history. I'm proud to have been part
of HP and MEASURE for the past 13
years, and I'm even more excited
about the new HP and invent magazine, which begins in July. invent will
be more business- and customerfocused and, at the same time, more
fun. It will be more global, more
strategic and, I believe, more useful
for our readers.
It's been great to MEASURE HP
for all these years. Now, it's time
again to invent.
-Jay Coleman

www.HPARCHIVE.com

On the cover: MEASURE
marks the historic split of
Agilent Technologies from
HP with this souvenir edition,
which traces 61 years of
company and 37 years of
magazine history. The publications on the cover represent a few milestone editions
of MEASURE and WATT'S
CURRENT, its predecessor.
Covers' photo illustrations by
Tim Mitchell
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During the 1930s, the world struggled to
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10 1940s
The 1940s were dominated by the Second
World War, a total global conflict encompassing three continents and tens of millions
of people.
14 1950s
One of the most prosperous eras in U.S.
history began with the election of President
Dwight Eisenhower in 1952.
18 1960s
This decade started out on a hopeful note
with the election of the charismatic and
energetic John F. Kennedy as U.S. president.
22

1970s
It has been called the "Decade of
Disillusion." The early '70s gave HP
a few challenges, too.

26 1980s
The 1980s were packed with vivid events,
some hopeful, some heartbreaking.
30 1990s
It's tempting to sum up the '90s with two
things: the Internet and the World Wide Web.
34 2000s
The decade of the 'OOs-the oughts, the
noughts, the zeroes-whatever you want
to call them-began with the biggest
non-story of the decade: the much-feared
worldwide Y2K computer disaster that
never materialized.
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46 The best of MEASURE?
Following Dave Packard's direction,
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intriguing for our readers.
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Letter from Carly Fiorina
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heritage and outstanding

future.
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Hewlett-Packard Company
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NTRODUCTION

Wrapping up MEASURE

he Hewlett-Packard Company story has been captured

T

through the years in the pages of MEASURE and its

By Jean Burke Hoppe

predecessor, WATT'S CURRENT.

These published stories, dating back to September 1943,

capture the moods, the triumphs, the travails, the brilliance, the
energy and the personalities behind one of America's best-loved
corporate success stories.
As the MEASURE era comes to an end, with the split of the

company into HP and Agilent Technologies, it's a good time to
look back over HP's 61 years as they were captured "for the
record." As you'll see in these pages, these stories are too important to lose. In the future, Hewlett-Packard will continue recording company news with a new magazine called invent; Agilent
will capture its ongoing story with its own publication.
But for a few minutes now, turn off your cell phone and pager,
hide your palmtop and gather round the fabled hearth where
families and friends once gathered to tell each other their stories.
Enjoy a trip down HP's memory lane and see the true legacy of
the company and its founders. If you work for Agilent or HP, it's
your story, too. And it's a great one.
The editor's job, in essence, never changed through the years.
It was to inform and to entertain.

In the 1940s, that meant explaining every new product HP
introduced (20 a year by the end of the decade) and featuring
the people who dreamt them up and made them. It meant writing
about the daily lives of the 200 or so employees, with pictures
and stories about each and every company picnic, Christmas
party or beer bust. For a long time, Editor William Bigler knew
everyone in the company and clearly understood HP's place in
its tightly focused electronics instrument market.

4
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The early issues of WATT'S CURRENT were chatty, infonnal
and full of inside jokes that absolutely everyone in the company
understood. These were clearly the "good old days" HP oldtimers still talk about, the days when Bill Hewlett and Dave
Packard started naturally doing the business-wise and peoplesavvy, generous and respectful things that later made them
so famous.
The newsletter got more business-focused during the '50s when
business expanded by leaps and bounds, the product line mushroomed and the company took its flrst steps toward expansion
outside of California.
By the '60s, the company had become downright complex. The
product line became more diverse, adding medical, analytical and
computer products to its already successful test-and-measurement line. Global expansion continued in Asia, Europe, Latin
America and Canada. The company became more and more
decentralized.
MEASURE entered the picture in 1963 for just these reasons.
Divisions had grown so large they needed their own publications.
The company needed one overall publication to, as Dave Packard
put it in his flrst MEASURE "From the President's Desk" column,
"serve as a regular, effective medium of communication among
all our people. The primary objective of MEASURE is to infonn.
But we also want the magazine to be interesting and entertaining.
We want it to be the type of publication that you will take horne
and share with your family and friends."
MEASURE's early editor and supervisors-Dave Kirby, Bill
Bigler, Merle Mass and Gordon Brown-made it their job to
make sense of innovative technologies and the company's goals.
It surely must have helped if they liked writing about and shoot-

May-June 2000
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ing pictures of new buildings. That was the story then as HP grew
into one of the largest and most-admired multinational companies
in the world.
But the stories weren't just about square feet and building
designs. From the very beginning, MEASURE editors tried to
write about each country's people and culture and how HP fit
into it. They sought out brilliant and enthusiastic engineers who
could explain the mysteries of lab-on-a-chip technology and
fused-silica capillary columns to the generalist. They looked for
stories that were compelling and people who were zealous about
a cause or assignment. They looked for the big picture and tried
to remember you can often see it most clearly in the small details
like a quirky smile on a company veteran's face.
It could be a daunting task, taming this culturally diverse,

geographical octopus of a company into 24 to 32 pages of copy
and photos every other month. Every issue was a balancing act.
Is there enough worldwide news? Are the stories balanced across
product lines? Does the diversity of the workforce shine through?
Are we helping employees understand the company's objectives,
Hoshins and/or business fundamentals? Will the artwork and
design invite the readers into the story? Are the stories accurate?
Maybe entertaining even? No disastrous typos? Do the stories
ring true? Is it the whole story?
Turned out there was always room for improvement and our
readers gladly told us so (see "Your Last Turn," pages 52 to 55).
That feedback kept us humble through the years, despite the
fact that MEASURE won awards every year, sometimes lots of
them, for design, writing and the magazine itself. It routinely was
chosen as one of the best examples of corporate employee communications around. Brad Whitworth, editor of MEASURE from

6
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1982 to '86, has won three MEASURE-related Gold Quill awards,
the highest honor from the International Association of Business
Communicators.
MEASURE was named one of the best seven company magazines in "The 100 Best Companies to Work for in America." The
Editor's Workshop newsletter (June 1989) called it "one of the
pacesetters for organizational journalism." Of HP's special 50th
anniversary issue, The Maranto Memo said, "Major league stuff
here; better than many consumer magazines." Sam Riley's book,
"Corporate Magazines of the United States," stated, "MEASURE
stands as an example for employee publications throughout the
United States."
In 1997, The Ragan Report profIled MEASURE, saying, "The
glossy bimonthly has endured since 1963 by staying true to the
journalistic values of directness, relevance and visual impact. It
does not apologize to readers for its polished writing, four-color
graphics and elegant if simple design: It assumes they would
accept nothing less."
But the kudos that counted most were the personal notes
every MEASURE editor received now and then from company
co-founders Bill and Dave. A scribbled "Good job on this-Bill"
or "This issue was excellent-Dave" (they never needed to use
their last names) were treasured more than any other awards
or honors.
Whether you are an HP or an Agilent employee, it's been a
really fun run. Indulge us while we look back one last time at 61
years of HP history as MEASURE saw it-and then get on with it
and go forth and invent. M
(Jean Burke Hoppe, a freelance writer based in Lincoln, Nebraska, was
MEASURE editor from 1986 to '87.-Editor)
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19305

1930
• Sliced bread introduced.
• Tuition at Stanford University is
$114/ quarter.
• Clyde Tombaugh discovers Pluto.
• 3M introduces transparent tape.
• Artist Grant Wood exhibits" American
Gothic."

1931

uring the 1930s, the world
struggled to recover from the
Great Depression, which followed the stock market crash of 1929.
The news became even grimmer later
in the decade as the stage was being
set for World War II with Adolf Hitler
coming to power in Germany and
Japanese attacks on China. These
were uneasy times.
Dave Packard and Bill Hewlett met
as electrical engineering students at
Stanford University. They became
close friends by their junior year
(brought together by mutual friend
Ed Porter, who would go on to
become an HP vice president for
40 years).
Bill and Dave graduated from
Stanford in 1934 and cemented their
friendship with a two-week camping
trip in the Colorado mountains.
Classmates Bill, Dave, Ed Porter
and Barney Oliver (who would later
become the head of HP's Research
& Development group) discussed
plans to start a business. But it was
still the Great Depression, and when
Dave got ajob offer with General
Electric in Schenectady, New York,
he accepted. Bill went on to graduate work at Stanford and MIT. They
remained determined to start the company they had talked so much about.
Though investment capital was
scarce in the '30s, and it was difficult
for new businesses to survive, Stanford
professor and mentor Fred Terman
urged the two to start a business. In
1938, with $538 in working capital
(including the value of Dave's drill
press), Bill and Dave went to work
in the garage behind the first-floor
flat at the house that Dave and Lucile
Packard rented at 367 Addison
Avenue in Palo Alto, California. Bill
lived in a one-room cottage out back.

D

8

The company's first product, the
HP 200A resistance-capacity audio
oscillator, was a breakthrough
because of improvements in size,
performance and price. Walt Disney
ordered eight of them for the production of the movie "Fantasia."
Bill and Dave learned versatility
and flexibility in those days. They
dreamed, designed, fabricated, packaged, priced, sold, kept the books,
wrote the ads and swept the floors.
On January 1, 1939, they tossed
a coin to decide the company name
of their new partnership. Later that
year, Bill married Flora Lamson
and left his rented cottage behind
Dave's home.
By the end of 1939, HP's first
full year of business, sales totaled
$5,369 and the books showed $1,563
in profits.

• The Empire State Building completed.
• Ernest O. Lawrence introduces the
cyclotron, a particle
accelerator.

1932
• The neutron and
positron discovered.

In their first year of business, Bill and
Dave considered many different products, including a harmonica tuner and an
exercise machine that used electrical
pulses to activate the muscles. They
designed and built a variable-frequency
motor controller for the Lick Observatory
atop nearby Mount Hamilton and invented
a signaling device to indicate a foul-line
violation for a local bowling alley.

Tuner

Transformer

1939-This is a top view of the
inside of the HP 200A audio oscillator,
Hewlett-Packard Company's first product based on Bill Hewlett's graduate
thesis project at Stanford University.
Vacuum tube
(predecessor to
the transistor)

MEASURE
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1933

1934

• Hitler becomes
Chancellor of
Germany.

• Guerrilla fighter
Mao Tse-tun
leads Chinese
on a 6,OOO-mile
Long March.

1937
• Japan invades China, captures Shanghai
and Peking.
• John V. Atanasoff starts work on the first
electrical computer.

1938
1935
• Chiang Kai-shek
named president of China.
• Alcoholics
Anonymous
organized in New York City; and the first
canned beer hits the market.
• Radar developed.
• The prefrontal lobotomy introduced as a
therapy for mental illness.

1936
• Penguin Books introduces the paperback.

• Nuclear fission discovered in uranium, which
would lead to the first atomic bomb.
• Kristallnacht, when Nazis destroy German
Jewish property and attack Jews in late-night
rampage.
• The ballpoint pen invented.
• A DuPont chemist accidentally discovers Teflon.

1939
• German and Soviet forces begin occupying
Poland, precipitating World War II.
• Sigmund Freud dies.
• Pan American starts regular commercial flights
across the Atlantic and the modern helicopter
developed.

The Great Depression
brought long bread
lines.

They hit the jackpot with the HP 200A
(so named, Dave said, "because we
thought the name would make us look
like we'd been around for awhile") audio
oscillator. The price was originally set
at $54.40 because it represented "54°40'
or Fight!" (the 1844 slogan used in the
campaign to establish the U.S. northern
border of the Pacific Northwest).

In his book, "The HP Way,"Dave
said: "There is no question that a
shared love of the outdoors strengthened our friendship and helped build a
mutual understanding and respect that
is at the core of our successful business relationship lasting more than half
a century."

----;·-tance Tune
:: Res ~GDIO OSCILLATORS
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Bill and Dave hired
Harvey Zieber, HP's first
full-time employee.
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Currently starring in HP's "invent" advertising campaign, and preserved forever as
a California Historical Landmark and "the
birthplace of Silicon Valley," the one-car
garage at 367 Addison Avenue is where
Hewlett-Packard began. Dave and Lucile
lived on the first floor of the two-story
house; Bill lived in a one-room cottage
out back.

'AlO All,
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HP has generated a large number of significant technological contributions to HP's business through the de

1940s

1940
• First color TV broadcast,
1941
• United States declares war on Axis Powers
after Japanese attacks on Pearl Harbor,
Guam and the Philippines.
• Penicillin used for the first time as an
injectable antibiotic.
• Inspired by cockleburs in his socks, Swiss
engineer George de Mestral invents Velcro.

he 1940s were dominated by
the Second World War, a total
global conflict encompassing
three continents and tens of millions
of people. An estimated 60 million
people died during the war.
In the spring of 1941, Bill Hewlett,
who had a commission in the army
reserves, was called briefly to active
duty. After the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941,
Bill served as an officer in the Army
Signal Corps. Dave stayed behind to
run the business.
World War II was a time of great
sacrifice made in the name of democracy and freedom against Fascism.
While the war caused devastation,
personal heartbreak, suffering and
tragedy for people around the world,
HP-like many other companies-

T

In 1942, HP produced
eight test-and-measurement instruments, including the voltmeter Dave
designed that year. HP
entered the microwave
field in 1943 with signal
generators developed
for the Naval Research Laboratory and a
radar-jamming device. A complete line of
microwave test products followed World
War II and HP became the acknowledged
leader in signal generators. In 1947, the
year HP incorporated, the HP catalog featured 39 products and Dave told participants at a New York trade show, "HP's
future appears very promising."

grew rapidly in wartime, due to a
boom in radio, radar, sonar, and aviation and nautical instrumentation. HP
oscillators and voltmeters were used
to manufacture the proximity fuser.
HP's microwave products and oscilloscopes were used in radar-jamming
systems. By 1943, nearly 100 HP
people worked two shifts a day.
Annual sales grew quickly to a
million dollars, and by the end of
the war, HP employed 200 people.
As expected, business dropped off
after the war, but not for long. By
the end of the decade, HP was
bringing new instruments to the
market at the rate of 20 per year.

The HP 300A harmonic
Wave Analyzer was one
of HP's first test-andmeasurement products
used to make rapid measurement of individual
components of a complex wave.

-,,-_:tI
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September 24. 1943-The first HewlettPackard Company employee newsletter,
edited by Nancy Burbank, is published
with question marks across the masthead.
The person who submits the winning
name will get a $5 war bond from Dave,
who sets the tone for future
employee communications when
he writes in the premier issue:
"I hope your paper will help to
make the HP Co. a better place
to work. You are free to use it in
whatever way you wish. Do not
hesitate to criticize anything you
feel is wrong. Your criticism will
be accepted in good spirit and
your suggestions will be given
::':::0.:;;-fair valuation"
~~~~~-:..: __ .....
Th~re was 'no new~ from t.he
~~::.h~r..:i:.::;" ;::';;:'~':~-.::- Weldmg Department m the first
1
':?~::;~:::.~r;;:- :::::::..~~,:,:':::... issue because reporter Nell Cady
I~~::EA:·
was home with a cold .
!__
...._ ... .~,
I. •.•
/4'\ ~I
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The HP 210AR Square
Wave Generator was useful
in both production testing
and development work
where it readily detected
peaks in amplification.

mM'

October 1. 1943-Cliff Atkins wins the paper-naming contest with ;;,
his WATT'S CURRENT entry. Honorable mentions go to Hi Frequency,
Hewlett-Packard Amplifier, The Friday Binding Post. News Meter and ,
Conquest. In the Classified Ads, Mildred Wallace seeks a "nice, goodlooking, rich. old bachelor...but will settle for a million dollars."

www.HPARCHIVE.com

cades. Following are randomly selected examples of our inventive culture: Technical paper, Institute of Radio Engineers proceedings, Volume 59, p. 879, 1940, "Calculation and design of resistance1942
• Enrico Fermi's team obtains the first controlled nuclear chain reaction.

1944
• American-led Allies land in Normandy on
D-Day and sweep through Europe, liberating Paris from the Nazis.

1943
• The film "Casablanca" released.
• Colossus, an electronic digital computer,
cracks German war codes.

1945
• WWII ends with the suicide of Hitler and
the surrender of Germany. Japan surrenders after the U.S. drops atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

HP quickly outgrew the
Addison Avenue garage and
rented a small building in
1940 at Page Mill Road and
EI Camino Real behind John
"Tinker" Bell's workshop in
Palo Alto. Construction began
in 1942 of the first companyowned building, the Redwood Building, a 10,000square foot office/laboratory/factory at 395 Page Mill
Road. Today the site is the
headquarters for Agilent
Technologies. By 1948,
Building 7B was completed
alon side the Redwood
Building. Dave Packard waves next to Bill Hewlett near
HP's first company car with its wood paneling and
whitewall tires.

Bill Hewlett hits a
homer during a 1942
company picnic at Monta
Vista's Blackberry Farm.

Bill and Dave sold eight Model 200B audio
oscillators for $71.50 each to Walt Disney
Studios in 1939; the equipment was used
to develop the soundtrack for Disney's
innovative "Fantasia," which was released
in 1940. Disney used the HP equipment
to test the various channels, recording
equipment and speaker systems in the
theaters that showed "Fantasia." The original release may have been too innovative
and bombed in theaters, but has since
achieved cult-film status.

•

Columnist Freddy Stanton
waxes poetic about the
Old Fashioned cocktail: "It is
not sensitive like a martini but
rich and full like a magnolia
blossom in midsummer, like
orange trees blossoming under
a full moon."
Employees are asked to "be
fair" and take only one pack
per day from the cigarette
machine.

August 1945-With
the war over, WATT'S
CURRENT warns about
the problems ahead
due to reconversion and
moving to a peace-time
economy. Stories begin
to focus more on commercial applications for
HP instruments.

•

First WATT'S CURRENT photo
October 8, 1943-The paper
reports that HP's 129 employees are
consuming 54 bottles of milk and
- 9 dozen doughnuts a day, along with
6 to 7 pounds of coffee per week.

May-June 2000
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:oupled amplifiers using pentode tubes," Bill Hewlett, F. Terman, CW Palmer and

w.v. Pan; U.S. Patent, 2,268,872. 06/Jan/42. Variable frequency oscillation generator. Bill Hewlett; Technical paper. Insti

1940s

1946-Ed Porter and Cecil Woods (rear center) view HP's
"pass on" type of line assembly pioneered in the early
years. It is HP's first manufacturing line at the Redwood
Building, 395 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California, with
audio oscillators and HP 300A wave analyzers.

1946
• The first generalpurpose, roomsized computer,
ENIAC, is used to
calculate missile
trajectories.

The seeds of the HP Way were planted in the 1940s as HP
gives employees a $5 Christmas bonus, which later became a
production bonus, which later became the companywide profitsharing plan. HP was first to develop and implement cash
profit-sha ring.
Bill and Dave made some other important management
decisions in the '40s: adopting a "pay-as-you-go" method to
finance growth; deciding, for the sake of employment stability,
not to take on large contracts that could lead to a "hire-andfire" operation; providing catastrophic medical insurance;
using first names; and throwing regular employee parties
and picnics.

With HP's magazine

12
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tute of Radio Engineers proceedings, volume 36, p. 457 April 1948, "An analysis of the intermodulation method of distortion measurement:' Bill Hewlett and

o
o
o
o

1947
Dead Sea Scrolls discovered.
The first microwave sold.
First meeting of the United Nations.
The silicon chip invented, paving the way
for microprocessors and today's personal
computers.

o

o

Marshall Plan sends billions in aid to
stabilize post-war Europe.

o
o

1948
Mahatma Gandhi assassinated by a Hindu
extremist.

o
o
o

w.J. Warren; Technical paper, Institute of Ra

Atomic clock introduced.
Transistor invented.
1949
South Africa adopts apartheid.
NATO created.
Britain recognizes Ireland's independence.

1947-Bill Hewlett (center) and Dave Packard (right) hold chest with goodies at an HP
Company Christmas get-together.
The company-incorporated on August
18, 1947-eontinued to grow.

1946-WATT'S CURRENTis cut back to six
pages due to the "economic pressures of
reconversion." The look is sparser, product
photos are featured regularly on the cover.
May 1947-Newsletter announces new
pay policies with bonuses for production
and salaried workers, six paid holidays and
two weeks of paid sick leave.
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U.S. Patent. 2.558.249, 26jJunj51, Timing apparatus, Bill Hewlett, Dave Packard; U.S. Patent. 2.583.649

19505

1950
• Korean War begins.

1951
• Chrysler introduces power steering.
• J.D. Salinger publishes the classic "The
Catcher in the Rye."

ne of the most prosperous
eras in U.S. history began
with the election of President
Dwight Eisenhower in 1952. The
economy had adjusted from wartime
to post-war; rationing at home and
sacrifices for the boys on the front
were becoming a dim memory. Soldiers
came home from the war, took advantage of the GI bill, married their sweethearts, became company men and
fathered the most marketed-to generation ever born-the Baby Boomers.
They spent their money on cars,
homes and modern appliances. They
moved to the suburbs, planted elm
trees and bought avocado-green
refrigerators, which they filled with
new, improved convenience foods
like frozen TV dinners.
Spurred by
World War IIfunded research,
electronic technology, such as
the transistor
and television,
evolved rapidly'r--""_~JI,,,",bothin sophisti-
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cation and in demand. The great
space race began with the USSR's
launch of Sputnik I on October 4,
1957. The launch made Americans
fear they were falling behind in technology and that the Soviets would
launch nuclear weapons into space.
The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) was born in
1958, embarking on a quest for the
moon that captured the fancies of
Americans young and old. Meanwhile,
the Cold War grew in intensity while
children learned "Duck and Cover"
songs in school and their parents
built bomb shelters.
HP went through a growing and
maturing process in the '50s. "How"
the company grew was as hotly
debated as how much the company
should grow. The thoughtful and much
emulated
Corporate
Objectives
were presented at the
fIrst offsite management meeting,
held in early '57 at the Sonoma
Mission Inn, 70 miles north of San
Francisco. About 20 people attended.
The product line rapidly expanded
with the introduction of the highspeed frequency counter and the lowfrequency function generator early in
the decade, followed by other landmark HP inventions, such as the sampling oscilloscope, introduced in 1958.
After the Treaty of Rome was
signed in 1957, the company took its
fIrst steps toward globalization that
year, opening a manufacturing facility
in Boblingen, Germany, and a European marketing organization in Geneva,
Switzerland.
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•

1951
• Bill and Dave report that production in '51
increased three times over '50. Net sales
are $5.5 million; the year starts with 215
employees and ends with 519.
• New HP products unveiled: a new line of
waveguide test equipment, the frequency
counter, the low-frequency function generator, a signal generator and a UHF bridge.

I. 29/Jan/52. Modified Wi en-Bridge oscillators. Bill Hewlett; U.S. Patent, 2,652,511. 15/Sep/53. High-frequency generator. Bill Hewlett. H.M Zeidler; U.S. Patent, 2.724.799. 22/Nov/55. Adjustable cour

o

o

o

o
o

1952
The United States detonates hydrogen
bomb on the Pacific Island of Eniwetok.
Sony designs a pocket-sized transistor
radio.
Jonas Salk develops first polio vaccine.
1953
Great Britain crowns Elizabeth queen.
Scientists demonstrate that tars from
tobacco smoke cause cancer in mice.

o

James Watson and Francis Crick discover
the structure of DNA.

o

o
o

o

1954
The TV dinner first marketed.
o

o

1955
In Montgomery, Alabama, Rosa Parks
refuses to give her seat on the bus to a
white man, setting off a boycott of segregated bus lines.

-1>
~

Albert Einstein dies.
Warsaw Pact signed.
Army officers seize power
from Argentinean President
Juan Peron.
Ray Kroc opens the first
McDonald's restaurant.

1952-Hewlett-Packard Company
founders Dave Packard and Bill Hewlett
meet with their Stanford University
engineering school mentor Fred Terman
when Dave and Bill donated a new wing to
Stanford's Electronics Research Laboratory.

In the early '50s, the company bought a parcel of land called Little Basin,
about an hour south of Palo Alto, and converted it into a year-round recreation area for employees to use for camping, picnicking and hiking. This
idea grew and the company later bought recreation facilities around the
world for its employees to use, including Butterstone Loch in the Scottish
Highlands, the Nesselwang ski-chalet complex in the German Alps and
Club Sandwich on beautiful Cape Cod in Massachusetts.

1952
Bill and Dave start a scholarship fund
and HP finances a wing of the Stanford
University Electronics Research Laboratory.
o

1953
HP's Ed Porter elected to Palo Alto city
council.
o Neely sales office introduces mobile lab
for equipment demonstration.
o Bill Hewlett elected president of IRE.
o 42,000 square feet added to 395 Page Mill
Road plant, bringing actual factory footage
to 100,000 square feet.
o Dave Packard hands out candy cigars
when his daughter, Julie, is born.
o

1954
Bill and Dave receive lifetime membership
cards in the company's social organization,
the Harmony Plotters.
o HP shows off its new 524B electronic
counter and 490A and 490B traveling-wave
amplifiers at WESCON.
o Report on 1953 Christmas party says that
Bill, Dave, Frank Cavier, Ed Porter and Noel
Eldred handed out a quarter of a million
dollars worth of bonus checks, celebrating
HP's biggest and most successful year ever.
o Strange series on flying saucers begins.
(August)
o

1955
Ed Porter announces
a factory reorganization. Production is up
about 40 percent over
1953-54 averages and
employment is up to
750-plus. Product line
includes more than
350 instruments.
o Front page news:
Traffic signal is installed at Page Mill and El
Camino Real.
o Merrill Willis is chosen "Best of Show" in
WATT'S CURRENT's first Whisker-Growing
Contest, clearly the highlight of the HP
Picnic at Adobe Creek Lodge.
o

May-June 2000
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19 device and monitoring means, Bill Hewlett; H.E. Overacker; U.S. Patent, 2,850,676, 02/Sep/58, Regulated Filament Supply; U.S. Patent, 2,871,452, 27/Jan/59, Broad Band waveguide directional coupl

1950s

o

o

o

1956
Elvis Presley records
"Heartbreak Hotel."
The first practical videotape
recorder developed.
Nobel Prize in Physics awarded
to William Shockley, Walter

About 20
HP managers
sat down
in 1957 to
discuss what
• Profit
would be• Customers
come HP's
• Fields of interest
Corporate
Objectives.
• Growth
The objec• Our people
tives distilled
• Management
the wisdom
• Citizenship
of 18 successful years of
operations-and especially Bill and Dave's
thoughts about what it would take to manage such a rapidly growing business and
remain focused, honorable and good to
their people who made it all happen. These
management philosophies, radically different from the top-down management style
of many companies, were the basis of the
management style that became known as
the HP Way.

1957-production work in Palo Alto,
California.

HP stock was first offered to the public November 6,1957. Ten
percent of the common stock owned by Bill and Dave became
available at $16 per share. Along with later offerings, this broadened the base of HP ownership and enabled employees to
become shareowners. In his book, "The HP Way," Dave reveals
that he was late to the New York Stock Exchange building the
day of their first public listing-because he made a wrong connection on the subway. "It never occurred to me to take a taxi."

1956
Dynac, Inc., is organized as an HP subsidiary to handle instrument-systems
business.
o First HP oscilloscopes produced: Models
130A/150A.
o Dave Packard retires from Palo Alto
School Board after nine years of service.
o

1957
First HP building in the newly established
Stanford Industrial Park opens at 1501
Page Mill Road.
o First public stock offering on November 6.
All employees at all levels with six months
of service receive an automatic stock grant
and become
eligible for a
stock-option
program.
o
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1958
HP completes first acquisition, the F. L.
Moseley Company in Pasadena, California.
o

1959
HPSA established in Geneva, Switzerland,
to handle marketing responsibilities in
Europe.
o Manufacturing '=~~~~~----l
plant opens in ;:
Boblingen,
Germany.
o

I

er, Bill Hewlett.
Brattain and John Bardeen for developing
the electronic transistor.
• IBM introduces FORTRAN, the
first programming language.
1957
• Russia launches ",S~'-"-'~-"--_---i

• European Common Market begins.
• Treaty of Rome ushers in EEC.
1958
• China Communist Chairman Mao Tsetung initiates the Great Leap Forward, a
grassroots economic program that causes
widespread chaos.

•
•
•
•

1959
Barbie doll and Hula Hoops introduced.
Computers get integrated circuits.
First commercial Xerox copier introduced.
Chinese crush Tibetan uprising; 80,000
Tibetans die.

1959-HP's entire product line includes high-speed frequency counters, low-frequency function generators and oscilloscopes.

HP widened its horizons in 1959,
establishing a presence outside of
California with a European marketing organization in Geneva,
Switzerland, and its first manufacturing plant outside of Palo Alto
in a converted knittin mill in
Boblin en, German . In 1958, the
company also made its first acquisi- ~
tion, the F. L. Moseley Company of
Pasadena, California, producer of highquality graphic recorders (marking HP's
entry into the plotter business).

1957-(From left) Bill Hewlett, Barney Oliver-first director of HP Labsand Lee de Forest, inventor of the vacuum tube.
"When I first joined HP in 1952 it was immediately apparent that nearly all its 400
employees were enthusiastic about, loyal to, and proud of their company to an unusual
degree...As one employee put it, '1 have the impression that Bill and Dave are working
for me, rather than the other way around.' What surprises visitors today is that this
same spirit has survived HP's growth. It is unusual to find such spirit in a company
with over 17,000 employees, but it is not surprising. For in a deeper sense, what was
going on in those early days was a process of education in management....Most of the
early employees became extensions of Bill and Dave's personalities and philosophies,
and put these philosophies and techniques to good use when they took their place as
line leaders, supervisors or division heads....We all believe in [these philosophies) and
practice them. They are part of our way of life."-Barney Oliver

www.HPARCHIVE.com
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U.S. Patent, 2,942,174, 21/Jun/60, Regulated Voltage Supply; U.S. Patent, 3,014,135, 19/Dec/61, Direct current amplifier and modulator, Bill Hewlett, J.M. Cage; U.S. Patent. 3,040,241, 1!
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1960
• United States launches first weather satellite.
• FDA approves birth-control pill.
• Scientists develop first laser device.

1961
• The Berlin Wall built.
• A Russian, Yuri Ga arin,
becomes the first man in
space and Alan Shepard
makes first U.S. space
flight.

his decade started out on a
hopeful note with the election
of the charismatic and energetic
John F. Kennedy as U.S. president.
Idealism quickly became turbulence
with the Cuban Missile Crisis,
Kennedy's assassination, the controversial U.S. involvement in the
Vietnam War and the Civil Rights
movement, which brought to the front
leaders as diverse as Martin Luther
King (assassinated in 1968), Malcolm
X and the Black Panthers. A counterculture movement of hippies and
flower children spread their mantra
of peace, love and rock 'n' roll, often
living communally and turning their
parents' hairs grayer.
The Soviet Union and the United
States made great strides in the space
race, and the decade closed with Neil
Armstrong stepping onto the moon's
surface in 1969, saying, "That's one
small step for a man, one giant leap
for mankind."

T

For Hp, it was a decade of steady
growth in the test and measurement
field and expansion into the medical
and analytical fields. Popular products included the microwave spectrum analyzer, a non-invasive fetal
heart monitor, HP's first computer
(HP 2116A) and the world's first programmable scientific desktop calculator (HP 9100A). As the company grew,
it became more and more decentralized. By 1968, HP adopted a group
structure that combined, organizationally, divisions with related product lines and markets into a group
headed by a group manager with a
small staff.
HP began to attract notice as a
progressive, well-run company and a
great place to work. In 1962, HP made
its first appearance, at No. 460, on the
Fortune 500 list.

1960

any day of the week will vividly reveal
that the day of the computer has certainly
arrived here at -hp-."
• HP Associates established as a subsidiary
dedicated to advanced research in solidstate electronics.

• Net sales are $60.2 million. Employment
is 3,500.
• HP's first distinct product division is
formed-named Microwave Division-and
headed by

--,.=.....

..;;_.......

WATT'S CURRENT

;-

Bruce Wholey.
• Former U.S.
President
Herbert Hoover
and French
President
Charles de
Gaulle visit HP.

1961
• A January
WATT'S cURRENT feature
states, accurately: "A tour
through the
Tabulating
Department

July 1963
• First issue of MEASURE (right) published
July 1; Dave Packard asks Editorial Director
Dave Kirby if it's always going
to have that "damn pink cover."
(WATT'S CURRENT will be published for Bay Area employees
through August 1971.) Bill Bigler
is first editor; Byrd Beh is production assistant.
• Dave Packard writes in first
issue: "The goal of MEASURE is
to serve as a regular, effective
medium of communication
among all our people. The primary objective of MEASURE is

Oe GAULLE

Ati4iA.
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The highly accurate HP 5060A
cesium-beam atomic clocks, developed by AI Bagley's Frequency and
lime Division, were nicknamed "the
flying clocks" when they were flown
from Palo Alto to Switzerland to
compare time as maintained by the
U.S. Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C., to time at the Swiss
Observatory in Neuchatel. In time,
so to speak, the cesium-beam
standard became the standard
for international time.

to inform. But we also want the magazine
to be interesting and entertaining. We
want it to be the type of publication that
you will take home and share with your
family and friends."
September 1963
• MEASURE tries from the start to be an
international publication with an informative and colorful story about the groundbreaking ceremony for
Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard.
~ Overseas sales were already
L 18 percent of total HP business; the largest foreign markets were Western Europe,
Canada and Japan.
_~d"'._ HP breaks ground in
Colorado Springs, Colorado,
for a $2 million facility to
house the Oscilloscope
Division.

I

.

3/Jun/62, Voltage Regulator And Method; U,S, Patent, 3,100,863, 13/Aug/63, Current Limited Transistor Voltage Regulator; U.S. Patent. 3,135,819, 02/Jun/64, Shutter Calibrating System; U.S. Patent, 3:
1962
• Rachel Carson publishes "Silent Spring," a
call to the world to stop using dangerous
and deadly pesticides.
• Telstar, the first active communications
satellite, begins operation.
• People's Republic of China replaces Taiwan
in the United Nations.
• Intel announces the first microprocessor,
the Intel 4004.

1963
• U.S. President J.E Kennedy assassinated.
• Murray Gell-Mann and Georg Zweig propose the quark theory of subatomic physics.
• Valium introduced.
• Betty Friedan writes "The Feminine
Mystique," which inspires a new generation of women activists.

1965
• CBS broadcasts the first football games on
television.
• John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz develop
BASIC, a computer language for beginners.
• U.S. troops land in Vietnam.

1964
• Muhammad Ali wins the world heavyweight boxing championship.
• The Beatles ain international fame.
• Tokyo Olympic Games held; a first in Asia.
• Military leaders seize power in Brazil.

It began in the late '50s and has never let
up. Expansion boomed for HP in the '60s
with the first U.S. manufacturing plants
outside of Palo Alto opening
in Loveland and Colorado
Springs, Colorado; the purchase of Sanborn Company in
Waltham, Massachusetts,
which brought HP into the
medical field; and the purchase of F&M Scientific
Corporation in Avondale,
Pennsylvania, which brought
HP into the analyticalinstrumentation field. In 1967
alone, HP started subsidiary
companies in Denmark, Finland, Norway, Argentina,
Brazil, Venezuela and Australia. HP also entered the Asian
market in the '60s, forming
its first joint venture with
Yoko awa Electric Works
Yokogawa Hewlett-Packard,
in 1963.

:-""vl-'/\III1I-F a
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1961-HP common stock first listed on the "big board" on
March 17. Dave Packard (left) and New York Stock Exchange
President G. Keith Funston talk with a stock specialist.
July 1964
• Editorial Director Dave Kirby says Dave
Packard always wrote his own column for
employees, even calling it in from the road
at times.
OctoberlNovember 1964
• 25th anniversary issue; Dave Kirby says
Lucile Packard called it "the best publication she'd ever seen."
November 1964
• First "Corporate Identity Program,"
establishes the HP brand and logo as
"progressive yet rather conservative and
unflamboyant."

November 1965
• MEASURE readership survey: 86 percent
of employees say they read every issue; 37
percent read the whole thing.

March 1965
• Feature on HP operations in Germany
notes that HP GmbH stands for
Hewlett-Packard
Gesellschaft mit
beschrankter
Haftung.
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5/May/65, Interconnection Of Power Supply Units; U.S. Patent, 3,227,975, 04/Jan/66, Fixed Attenuator, Bill Hewlett, w.B. Wholey; U.S. Patent, 3,328,685, 27/Jun/67, Electronic meters, Bill Hewlett; U.S.

19608

1966
• The Soviet Union lands spacecraft on the
moon.
• Cultural Revolution begins in China.
• Texas Instruments introduces first solidstate handheld calculator.
• Indira Gandhi becomes prime minister
of India.

1968-Bill Hewlett (left) with Dave
Packard operate the HP 9100A desktop
calculator, developed by HP Labs.

October 1966
• Four HP products
appear on Industrial
Research magazine's
100 Most Significant
Products of 1966 list:
the 141A variable persistence oscilloscope,
the 12.4 GHz delayed- Lsweep sampling scope, the 8405A vector
voltmeter and standard resistors.

1966-HP entered the computer market
with the invention of the HP 2116A,
designed as a controller for the company's
test-and-measurement instruments.
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Patent,3,37 3,269, 12/Mar/68, Binary To Decimal Conversion Method And Apparatus; U.S. Patent, 3,425,025, 28/Jan/69, Dual Plug-In Module.
1967
• First heart transplant.
• Scientists issue first warning about the
greenhouse effect.
• Six Day War between Israel and neighboring Arab states.

HP marketed its first computer in 1966, the
HP 211 6A, the first system tailored for use
with measuring instruments. Marketing
Vice President Noel Eldred said, "What is
really different about the HP computer is
that it will save thousands of dollars and
months of time for the user who wants to
computerize his instrument system. We
have done this by solving his interface
problems for him, in advance."
The HP 9100A scientific desktop calculator, the forerunner of today's line of powerful HP high-performance workstations, was
introduced in 1968. It was really a desktop
computer that combined reverse Polish
notation
with a
special
algorithm
that could
handle
trigonometric
and logarithmic
functions.

1968
• Paris has student riots and a general
strike.
1969
• Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
walk on the moon.
• U.S. Department of Defense sets up
ARPANET, a precursor to the Internet.

HP was the first U.S. company to
institute flexible work hours. The
program, which allows employees
to arrive early or late to work as
long as they work a standard number of hours, was initiated at the
Biiblingen, Germany, plant in 1967
and now is in wide use throughout
the company and the industry.
Dave Packard wrote in "The HP
Way, "To my mind, flextime is the
essence of respect for and trust in
people. It says that we
both appreciate that our
people have busy personal
lives and that we trust
them to devise, with their
supervisor and work
group, a schedule that is
personally convenient yet
fair to others."

HP Laboratories was formed in 1966 under
the direction of Barney Oliver. Its portion
of that year's total research and development
budget of $19 million was $2.5 million,
allocated among the four major business
sections: solid state physics, physical electronics, electronics research, and medical
and chemical electronics instruments
research. By late 1967, HP Labs had 207
employees working on 75 different projects with 18 percent of HP's total R&D
budget.

1968-The HP 9100A (the world's first programmable scientific desktop calculator) was
10 times faster than most machines at solving
science and engineering problems.

December 1966
• Feature on HP housemothers, a unique HP
job present in nine divisions. Their role
is defined as part "personnel counselor,
observer, psychologist, nurse, arranger
of babysitting service, soother of ruffled
feelings, insurance claims
adviser, mender
of broken seams,
patient listener,
administrator. "
January 1967
• HP Mexicana is
established and
Vice President
for International

Operations Bill Doolittle (who
being appointed Deputy
became known as HP's "Mr.
Secretary of Defense. Dave
International") talks about HP
returned to the company
in Latin America, noting that
in 1972.
the 1966 order rate there was
• Readers met "Moderately
up 96 percent over 1965. The
Modern Millie" in a feature
Showboat, a traveling HP trade
story on "girls" on the proshow, was very popular when L!!!!II!!!!!i!::!~~_ _~=:.:J duction line.
it dropped anchor in major Latin
(Millie's wearing a fabuAmerican cities.
lous polka dot dress.)
, - - - - - - - - - - - - , February 1969
• Bill Hewlett
writes about
Dave Packard's
departure from
day-to-day HP
operations after
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Japan Patent, 1,666,369, 19/Jan/70, Programmable Frequency Divider And Method; U.S. Patent, 3,619,058, 09/Nov/71, Distance measuring apparatus, Bill Hewlett, G. Justice; Sweden Patent, 369,6!
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t's been called the "Decade of
Disillusion." Americans dealt with
continuing protests against involvement in the Vietnam War, a growing
counterculture that brought illegal
drugs into the mainstream, and cynicism about politicians and the presidency with the Watergate scandal and
Richard Nixon's eventual resignation
from the U.S. presidency.
The early '70s gave HP a few challenges, too, with a U.S. recession that
created a significant drop in U.S.
orders and tested HP's long-standing
"pay-as-you-go" philosophy for fmancing the company. In spite of record
international sales, HP inventories
mounted and rumors of layoffs circulated. An HP Way-compatible "nineday fortnight" went into effect for
about a year until normal workforce
attrition and some extra unpaid holidays got HP back in balance. The
innovative program meant a 10 percent work-and-pay reduction in most
of HP's U.S. plants and for all management, but there were no mass layoffs. HP decided that belt-tightening,
conservative hiring and better cost
controls were the ways to solve fmancial problems for the long term.
.As the recession eased, HP continued its tradition of innovation, and
significant growth in earnings, employment and innovation, passing the
$1 billion sales mark in 1976 and
approaching $2 billion in '78.

I

1970
• Array technology developed, making it
possible to put many integrated circuits
together on a single silicon chip.
• Lasers designed for industrial use developed.
• Compact discs developed.
• Rock stars Janis Jo lin and Jimi Hendrix die
of drug overdoses.
• Communist Khmer Rouge forces take over
Cambodia.

There were many technological
triumphs in the '70s-automatic
microwave network analyzers, laser
interferometers, logic analyzers,
the first minicomputer built on 4K
dynamic random-access memory
(DRAM) chips instead of magnetic
cores, diode-array detectors and the
HP-IB interface, which became the
industry standard-but none surpassed the introduction of the HP-35
handheld calculator. It was the world's
first handheld scientific calculator.
In 1977, it was an historic moment
when the HP board named John Young
president (and chief executive officer
the following year), and Bill and Dave
officially handed off day-to-day operating management of the company.

1973Hewlett-Packard Company founders, David
Packard (left) and William Hewlett made
HP the world's leader in electronic test and
measurement instruments.

1972In 1972, HP introduced the world's first pocket
scientific calculator, the HP·35, which soon
made the engineer's slide rule obsolete.

April 1970
• When science fiction writer and author of
"200l-A Space Odyssey:' Arthur C. Clarke,
publicly admired the HP 9100 desktop calculator, his HP fans conspired to send him
one for Christmas. Clark named it HAL
Junior after the computer in 2001.
February 1972
• Dave retires as Deputy Secretary of
Defense, returns to HP and is elected chairman of the board. Bill retains title of president and CEO.
March 1972
• Feature on how
HP atomic clocks
were used to
affirm certain
aspects of Albert
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9, 21/Jan/72. Thin Film Circuits And Method For Manufacture; U.S. Patent. 0226.858, 08/May/73, Design For A Cabinet For Electronic Apparatus, Edward T. Liljenwall; U.S. Patent. 3.881.805, 06/May/7

1971
• Mainframe computers get floppy disk
drives.
• East Pakistan declared independent as
Bangladesh.

1972
• First SALT (Strategic Arms limitation
Treaty) signing.
• CT scan introduced for medical imaging.

1974

1973
• United States withdraws troops from
Vietnam.
• Arab oil embargo triggers worldwide fuel
shortage and energy crisis.
• Skylab launched.
• Billie Jean King beats tennis pro Bobby
Riggs, shattering misconceptions about
female athletes.
• Dungeons & Dragons game invented.
• Pablo Picasso dies.
• Elected Chilean President Allende killed in a
military coup led by General Pinochet.

• Nixon resi ns in aftermath of
Watergate scandal.

1975
• Vietnam War ends.
• Altair, the first personal computer, introduced in United States.
• lyme disease first reported in
lyme. Connecticut.
• Papua New Guinea gains independence from Australia.

1972The HP 3000, introduced in 1972 by Hewlett-Packard Company, was a powerful and versatile computer system for its day. It served high-technology engineering and research
needs at the same time it handled day-to-day administrative data processing operations.

Go' •••• . eof thttrash barrel
Einstein's Theory of Relativity. Turned out
Einstein's theoretic calculations were on
target.

coupled with this is the HP tradition of
treating each individual with consideration
and respect ... "

August 1972
• Feature on HP gas chromatographs being
used for first time to test athletes for drugs
at the Olympic Games in Munich. Germany.

July 1974
• In his column, Bill Hewlett notes the 15th
anniversary of HP operations in Europe by
reminiscing about the early days-in
English, French, German and Italian. An
interview with Dick Alberding, director of
European Operations, was also translated
into four languages. But the back cover
showed the trouble people in Germany had
with the company's name.

August 1973
• A special issue of MEASURE tries to pin
down the elusive HP Way by looking at the
past. present and future of the HP Experience.
Says Bill Hewlett in his column: "What is
the HP Way? I feel that in general terms it
is the policies and actions that flow from
the belief that men and women want to do
a good job. a creative job. and that if they
are provided the proper environment they
will do so. But that's only part of it. Closely

HP recycling articles ran in
the '70s.
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coustic Terminations For Acoustically Tuned Optical Filters, John D. Larson III; U.S. Patent, 3.971.015, 20/JuI/76, Analog To Digital Converter, Thomas Hornak; U.S. Patent. 4.003,679, 18/Jan/77. High

1970s

1976
• Viking I and II land on Mars.
• Seymour Cray designs first commercial
model of a supercomputer.
1977
• Vo a ers I and II head into the solar
system.
• "Star Wars" released .
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1976The HP Instrument Group, run by Bill Terry
(right), with 40 percent of total HP sales,
was still the largest of the company's six
product groups. Some new offerings from
the group that represents HP's roots included
the selective-level measuring set. the fully
automated digital multimeter. a very sophisticated new network analyzer and a compact, portable, 8-channel instrumentation
data recorder.

1978When Bill Hewlett
(center) retired
May 19, 1978,
HP President John
Young (right) added
the CEO title. For
the first time, a
team of professional
managers who were
not founder-owners
headed the company.
Bill and Dave (left)
didn't go far away,
though; Dave was
still chairman of
the board and Bill
became chairman
of the Executive
Committee.
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August/September 1976
• The Disaster Issue: Reports on the devastating Big Thompson River flood July 31,
the day of the Loveland site annual picnic,
and the horrors suffered by HP people who
lingered in the canyon too late that dayand a report on increasing security after a
bomb explodes earlier in the year, destroying part of HP Labs in Palo Alto.
October 1976
• "They Came Back" features people who
left HP for a variety of reasons and then
were rehired by the company. Dave
Packard led the list.
November 1976
• Special issue devoted to the wide world
of Intercontinental Operations, which then

Pre~
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I ;sure Pump With Metering, Douglass McManigill; U.S. Patent, 4,107,670, 15/Aug/78, Charge Coupled Digital To Analog Converter, Thomas Hornak; U.S. Patent. 4,147,571, 03/Apr/79, Method For Vapor
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1979

• Apple Computer founded by
Steve Jobs (ri ht and Steve
Wozniak, who is said to have
financed part of his venture
by selling his HP calculator.
• Fiber-optics used for largescale trials of a telephone
system.

The groundwork for today's very successful China Hewlett-Packard joint
venture was laid in the '70s. In 1972, HP
was the first U.S. electronics firm to be
invited to China for trade
discussions. Vice PresidentInternational Bill Doolittle
and Lee ling, then Far
East area manager from
Singapore, jumped at the
opportunity. Dave Packard
visited China the first time in
1977, beginning a long love
for the country, deep respect
for its people and a sincere commitment to help China's modernization
efforts. He returned to China in 1979.
Before he left, his hosts told him they
wanted to set up a joint venture with HP.
CHP was established in 1985 and was
China's first high-tech joint venture.

covered 101 countries on five continents
with 4,500 employees.
February 1977
• "We're in the best shape ever," Dave
Packard tells his managers at their annual
meeting in Silverado, California.

• Meltdown at Three Mile Island,
Pennsylvania, nuclear reactor.
• Sony Walkman hits the market.
• Ayatollah Khomeini adopts Islamic constitution for Iran .
• Britain elects its first female prime minister,
Margaret Thatcher.
• Sandanistas seize power in Nicaragua.

'r--------. HP's Bill Dolittle
(upper left when
he joined the
company in 1947)
poses between
his two hosts (left)
from the China
Machinery ImportExport Corporation
at the entrance of
Peking's summer
Palace.
HP's Lee ling
(left) brought fluency
in Mandarin and Cantonese as well as
technical expertise
to the negotiations.

• COMSYS, HP's internal communication
system, goes to market. MEASURE says
it's probably the first brainchild of
Corporate to end up in a division for
outside sale.
October 1977
• John Young writes his first
"From the President" column
as a just-about-to-be-president
because of MEASURE's lead
time.

June 1977
• Ross Snyder, head of technical publicity for HP Corporate
public relations, muses about
"Your Electronic Future," saying, "Our sights should be
raised much higher [about
computers], eventually to
'interactive' interconnection of
computers in business, government, education and home."

March 1978
• Bill and Dave reflect on the
difficulties of becoming legends in their own time while
John Young takes the reins at
the HP management meeting
in Silverado, California.

;\!casurc

1977Bill Hewlett (left) and Dave Packard enjoy
the humor at an off-site meeting.

January 1979
• HP turns 40 and MEASURE celebrates
by telling HP's favorite story-how it all
began.
May 1979
• Measuring MEASURE: A readership
survey reveals that
12 percent of employ~
ees read every article
r
in every issue and that
G
2 percent never read
0
it at all. Forty-six perE
cent read most of it.
S
Readers asked for
more variety, shorter
articles and a more
v
dramatic presentation.
(

r
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U.S. Patent. 4,198,684. 15/Apr/80, Evaluating Numerical Answers To Problems. David Shapiro, Roy W. Reach. William M. Kahn; U.S. Patent, 4,250,479, 10/Feb/E

1980s

he 1980s were packed with
vivid events, some hopeful,
some heartbreaking. The fall
of the Berlin Wall at a time when
communism was losing its grip all
over Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union. The mysteries and devastation
of acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). The explosion of
the space shuttle Challenger in middecade. The dark day in '87 when
the world's stock markets crashed.
For Hp, the big issues of the decade
were growing global competition,
rapid economic changes and work
force rebalancing as the company got
serious about the computer business.
Many people encountered their first
desktop computers in the '80s and HP
supplied them in a steady stream: the
HP 150 Touchscreen in '83, the Vectra
personal computer in '85, the Asian
Vectra in '86 and the Portable Vectra
in '87. The company also unveiled the
powerful HP Precision Architecture
family of computers in '86.
Computers had a massive impact
on all HP product lines in the '80s,
teaming up with electronic instruments,
components, medical and analytical
technology. HP's first microprocessorbased analyzer, for example, enabled
fast and convenient magnitude or
phase-response measurements in
near-real time across previously
unheard of frequency ranges. Analytical products were spurred by rapid
leaps in bioscience and biotechnology.

T

1980

The decade also marked the start
of HP's successful entry into the
printer market with the launch of
inl\jet and laser printers that work
with personal computers. HP's printers, more than any other product
made in the history of the company,
helped make HP a household word,
a recognizable brand in the consumer
market.
Japan and Yokogawa-HewlettPackard (now HP Japan) soared in
the '80s despite fierce competition,
largely due to a strong focus on Total
Quality Control. YHP's quality efforts
and procedures spread throughout
the company and HP President John
Young challenged employees to reduce
hardware failures tenfold in 10 years.

January 1980
• Corvallis Division unveils HP's first PC, the
HP-85 personal computer for professionals.
April 1980
• MEASURE writes about "The case of the
disappearing jobs" when the Manufacturing Division's Palo Alto transformer shop
was decentralized and 170 people had to
find new jobs within HP.
• MEASURE solicits input for a regular
letters-to-the-editor feature. The first
respondents received a shiny new penny
for their thoughts.

• Beatie John Lennon murdered.
• Border hostilities erupt into war when Iraq
invades Iran.
• Ronald Reagan becomes 40th U.S.
president.
• A gene successfully transferred from one
mouse to another and functions.
• The United States, Canada, Japan and
West Germany boycott the Summer
Olympic Games in Moscow in response to
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
• Independent trade union, Solidarity,
formed in Poland.

1981
• IBM introduces its personal computer,
licensing the disk operating system from
Bill Gates.
• Prince Charles and Lad
married.

1983Syndicated columnist and longtime HP fan
Milton Moskowitz wrote in 1983, "If you
work for HP-and 67,000 people do-you
could be excused these days for going
around with a swelled head. This California
electronics company has won so many
accolades in recent years that it may now
lay claim to the title, 'Best Company in
America.' "

July-August 1980
• Feature on growing pains of Silicon
Valley, where HP is the second-largest
employer.
• Short feature on many ways HP's name is
misspelled throughout the world, including
Julet Peckert, Hawlett-Bagger, Julius
Hewlett Pakard, Hewlett & Packaro and
Hewumtt-Pacuard.
September-October 1980
• Feature on profound changes during past
10 years in Southeast Asia and HP's part in
that story.

May-June 1980
November-December 1980
• MEASURE gets a makeover, going from a
• Photo feature on Lucile Packard and the
monthly 16-page publication to a 24-page
role she and Flora Hewlett played in the
bimonthly. The issue features a story on
company's early days and later in their
HP publications around the world.
commitment to
• First letter to the editor: "I've wondered
community service.
if the president's message in MEASURE is
actually written by the president." The
May-June 1981
answer: "Yes, just as it was in the times of
• Story on first live
Dave Packard and Bill Hewlett," though the
HP TV satellite
Public Relations department provides "a bit
broadcast to more
of help."
- - - t h a n 1,200 employees in 38 U.S. cities.
• I •
~11~tim
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11, Transformer Bobbin Assembly, James F. Bausch; U.S. Patent, 4,331,943, 25/May/82, Optical Fiber Coating, Peter S. Cross, Roy W. Reach, William M. Kahn; U.S. Patent, 4,384,228, 17/May/83, Acous
o

o

o
o

Acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS) recognized for first time.
The first reusable space shuttle, Columbia,
makes its maiden voyage.
First prenatal surgery performed.
PacMan leads the video game craze.

o
o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

1982
Human insulin produced by bacteria is the
first commercial product of genetic engineering approved by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration.
Polish labor union, headed by Lech Walesa,
outlawed.
Sun Microsystems is founded.
Falkland War between Argentina and
Britain.
Mexico fails to repay foreign loans, provoking international financial crisis.

o

o

o
o

1983
Compact discs hit the market.
Apple's Lisa brings the mouse and pulldown menus to the personal computer.
Peters and Waterman publish "In Search
of Excellence."
The Nintendo Entertainment System hits
the U.S. market, along with its popular
Super Mario and Legend of Zelda games.
1984
French and U.S. teams discover the AIDS
virus.
Optical disks for the storage of computer
data introduced.
Apple introduces the Macintosh.
American astronauts walk untethered in
space for the first time, while repairing
orbiting satellites during shuttle missions.

o

o
o

o

o
o

o

The United States re-establishes diplomatic
relations with the Vatican. They had been
suspended in 1867.
Donald Duck turns 50.
New Zealand declared a
nuclear-free zone.
1985
Mikhail Gorbachev named
chairman of Soviet Communist
Party and embarks on reforms
that will lead to the breakup
of the Soviet Union.
An ozone hole detected over Antarctica.
Cyclone and tidal wave hit Bangladesh,
killing 10,000 and leaving 250,000
homeless.
Earthquake causes severe damage in
Mexico City.

1984HP entered the printer business
in 1984 with its own line of inkjet
and laser printers. The HP
ThinkJet printer brought quiet
and dependable 96-dots-perinch printing to desktop and
portable pes. The HP LaserJet
also debuts, becoming the
world's most popular personal
desktop laser printer and HP's
most successful product ever.

ThinkJet, the first inkjet printer for
personal computers from HP. With
96 dpi, it operated quietly. Its name
came from the thermal inkjet cartridge that sprayed ink onto paper.

•••••

November-December 1981
Grand opening of China Hewlett-Packard
representative office in Beijing.
o Employees move into the new 478,000square-foot Corporate offices in Palo Alto.
o

----"""II:i;~:m. HP first introduced its first

laserjet printer-HP's most
successful single product
ever, in 1984, capable of
printing at 300 dpi (dots
per inch).

July-August 1983
o Photo feature celebrating 20 years of
MEASURE.
May",""une 1984
Feature on HP Singapore's first 14 years
of operation.
o

March-April 1982
o Feature on 15 HP jobs that didn't exist 15
years ago, including clean room operator,
group manager, television lighting and set
director and affirmative action coordinator.
o Feature on 16 HP "firsts" includes first
patent (to Bill Hewlett); first loan ($1,000
from Palo Alto National Bank); first HP
scholarship (to Ralph Bender, who used his
$500 to go to Yale); first TV ad (ABC-TV, fall
1981); and first HP products on the moon
(high-power PIN diodes, microwave detector, hot-carrier diodes and solid-state
switches in 1968).
July-August 1982
o HP in South Africa
feature takes a close
look at a difficult
subject.
March-April 1983
o Feature on some of
HP's "biggests," including the HP McMinnville
division's 1975 Febetron
705 used to produce
X-ray photographs.

July-August 1984
o Feature on HP's entrepreneurial alumni,
those who once worked at HP and then
went off to start their own company. List
includes Steve Wozniak (Apple Computer).
September-October 1984
o MEASURE begins to bribe readers, offering a free T-shirt reading, "There's more to
MEASURE" for every printed letter to the
editor.
January-February 1985
o Peek inside the Monterey Bay
Aquarium, funded by the Packard
family foundation, and directed by
Dave's daughter, Julie.
March-April 1985
o Feature on women managers at HP
shows that the number of female professionals in HP grew from 15.6 percent in 1978 to 28.4 percent in 1984.
Conclusion: "We're changing at HP,
but we still have a way to go."

HP printers proliferated in
businesses and homes. HP
also introduced a touchscreen
computer-the HP-150.

May",""une 1985
o MEASURE is redesigned
and new features, including
"Extraordinary People" and
"ExtraMeasure" are added.
Phil Frank begins drawing
HP editorial cartoons.
MEASURE stories carry
bylines for the first time.
July-August 1985
o MEASURE revisits South
Africa as more and more
multinational companies pull out to protest
apartheid.
o Interactive video begins to surface around
HP as a sales and training tool.
November-December
1985
o Upon release of the HP
Vectra personal computer,
and the second anniversary
of the HP 150 Touchscreen
PC, MEASURE takes a look
at the past, present and
future of personal computers.
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3ch, William M. Kahn; U.S. Patent. 4,425.515, 10/Jan/84, Medical Ventilator Device Parametrically Controlled For Patient Ventilation, Ronald K. Larson; U.S. Patent. 4.496,886, 29/Jan/85, Three 5t ate [

1980s

1986
• Nuclear reactor explosion at Chernobyl
spews radioactive waste all over Europe.
• The Challen er shuttle ex lodes 73 seconds after liftoff, killing all seven crewmembers, including schoolteacher Christa
McAulliffe.
1987
• Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos flee from
Philippines.
• The world's stock markets crash on
October 19.
• Compact disc players introduced.
• For the first time, a crime suspect is
convicted on the basis of genetic fingerprinting in the United Kingdom.

1986The sales headquarters for YokogawaHewlett-Packard Ltd. in Tokyo Japan. YHP's
quest for total quality in the late '70s and
1980s gave them a competitive edge and
made them the company experts on TOC
and productivity. YHP won the coveted
Deming Prize in 1982 for best planning
practices.

May-June 1986
• MEASURE uses four-color printing
process for first time for photo feature
on company recreation areas around
the world.
July-August 1986
• News feature on workforce balancing
efforts and ongoing efforts to attract and
train employees with the right job skills for
the company.

May-June 1988
• Feature shows how two years of balancing programs, including voluntary severance
incentives and enhanced early retirement,
paid off, even though the changes weren't
easy.
July-August 1988
• Feature on the Summer Olympic games
in Seoul, South Korea; HP's continued presence as the behind-the-scene drug tester;
and former HP Olympians.

November-December 1986
• Feature on the early days of China
Hewlett-Packard as China shook off the
final remnants of the Cultural Revolution
and embraced modernization and a market
economy.
July-August 1987
• Farewell to HP's first lady, Lucile Packard,
who died May 30 at age 72.
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river For Inductive Loads, Gary B. Gordon; U.S. Patent, 4,573,475, 04/Mar/86, Receiving Radiation From Loops In A Common Plane For Monitor Hospital Patients Leadlessly, John N. Dukes, Edwin B. Me

1988
• First well-known computer virus hits 6,000
computers.
• Mikhail Gorbachev becomes USSR president.
• George Bush elected U.S. president.
• South Korea hosts the Olympics in Seoul.

1989

• Earthquake in Northern California injures
3,980 and kills 66 from San Francisco and
Oakland south through Santa Cruz. The
quake struck as the third World Series
Game between the San Francisco Giants
and the Oakland A's was about to begin
at Candlestick Park.
• Nintendo releases GameBo a batter powered, handheld video game system.

• To stop a budding movement for democracy, Chinese troops kill hundreds of
people in Tiananmen Square.
• The Berlin Wall falls reunitin East and
West Germany.
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1987-

Bill Hewlett
retired as a director and vice
_'Ii
, I
chairman of
the HP board in
\
.,
1987 at age 73.
When asked at
his retirement
press conference
which achievement meant the most to
him, Bill said it was HP's management
style.
Dave Packard
went on as chairman of the board
to retire from
HP in 1993.
(Photos from
1988.)

t ' \ 1'"

photojournalism students handled the photography for the October 18 shoot, which
began at 12:01 a.m. and continued until
11 :50 p.m. MEASURE's staff received more
than 300 rolls of film and examined more
than 10,000 images, thus beginning the
long elimination process to get down to
the best 60 photos.
March-April 1989
• The anniversary theme continues with a
special feature called, "The test of time,"
which looks back through 50 years of constant change and challenge.
May-June 1989
• Features HP's "Book of Lists," including
10 famous people who visited HP, 10 experiments or products that never quite made
it, 10 out-of-the-way HP locations and 10
noteworthy HP grants.
September-October 1989
• More than you ever wanted to
know about Bill and Dave's first
audio oscillator sale to Walt Disney
Company.

1989The year was full of company celebrations as Hewlett-Packard turned 50. One of the best
brought 109 employees from all over the HP world to Palo Alto for a three-day "global
celebration" in May. The "ambassadors" toured HP and Stanford sites, had dinner with
Bill (waving, left, above) and Dave and the HP board, and
were some of the 300 people who got to witness the dedication of "the garage" as a California historic landmark.
The garage is located at 367 Addison Avenue, Palo Alto,
California. The photo on the right, with the globe added
inside the garage, was made into posters.

November-December 1989
• HP employees, executives and a few
celebrities (including Dan Rather, Tom
Peters, Malcolm Forbes, Jr., James
Michener and Katharine Graham) make

1I!ii1Dlili:ii:.:;: ;::+-:;:-...... predictions about what
1
work and the world will
be like in the next 50
years.
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U.S. Patent, 4,894,664, 16/Jan/90, Monolithic Thermal Ink Jet Printhead With Integral Nozzle an Ink Feed, Alfred I. Pan; U.S. Patent, 4,987,509, 22/Jan/91, Magnetoresistive Head Structures for Longitu
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1991
• 100th anniversary of American Express
Travelers Cheques.

t's tempting to sum up the '90s
with two things: the Internet
and the World Wide Web.
While the Internet has been around
since the late '50s and early '60s, it
became more accessible in the early
'90s after the development of visually
oriented search tools such as Gopher.
When the World Wide Web was made
freely available to the public in 1991,
it started a revolution in the way
the world conducts business and
exchanges ideas.
Internet content swiftly became
more commercial than scientific, and
popular browsers, such as Netscape
Navigator and Microsoft Internet
Explorer, and Internet service providers such as America Online brought
the masses to the new medium. By
2005, the world's Internet population
is expected to reach 300 million.

Of course, if you're an HP employee,
you have to add a few more words
to sum up the '90s: strategic realignment, Agilent Technologies, Lew
Platt, Ned Barnholt and Carly Fiorina.
Toss in Y2K readiness, career selfreliance and work-life balance and
you've covered the highlights.
HP had smashing product successes
in the '90s, including the II-ounce
HP95LX Palmtop PC; HP SONOS
1500 echocardiograph, which allows
non-invasive cardiac analysis; the allin-one HP OfficeJet series that lets
customers print, fax, copy and scan
with one product; the HP Pavilion
PC, designed for the home-computing
market; and amber and red-orange
LEDs that expanded the range of
LED applications in cars, trafficcontrol signals and moving-message
panels.

March-April 1990
• Perestroika and glasnost policies of
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev blew
through Eastern Europe like a hurricane in
the late '80s and early '90s, and MEASURE
looks at how it might affect HP business in
Russia, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Bulgaria, Romania and East Germany.
• Special HP and the environment section
grades HP on its efforts to be green and
supplies lots of good suggestions for
employees everywhere.

• The HP 95LX palmtop computer made a
huge splash in the market. One analyst
told "The New York Times," "With the
palmtop computer, Hewlett-Packard is
again creating a new category of personalcomputer products."

September-october
1992
• John Young steps
down after 15 years
as HP president and CEO. Lew Platt named
successor.

September-October 1991
• A challenge for MEASURE editors is keeping employees informed of HP's new subsidiaries, joint ventures and diverse acquisitions. This feature welcomed the "new
kids on the block," such as HP Thailand,
Ltd., Idacom Telecom Division, HP Polska,
Bergamo Hardcopy Operation, India
Manufacturing Operation and Edisa
Informatica SA.

January-February 1993
• "New ways to work" explores selfmanaged work teams, alternative work
schedules, telecommuting and job-sharing,
all already a reality at HP in 1993.

I

September-October 1990
• Special edition focuses on education and
shows how the company and its employees devote time, talents and money in education efforts throughout the world.
July-August 1991
• Photo feature on Bill Hewlett's
hobby of identifying and photographing wildflowers. "Which
are my favorite photos? The
good ones," Bill told MEASURE.
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1990
• Iraq invades Kuwait.
• Mikhail Gorbachev wins the Nobel Peace
Prize.
• Nelson Mandela freed after 27 years in
South African prison.
• Voyager I flies out of the solar system and
snaps a portrait of the planets.
• Solidarity's Lech Walesa is elected president of Poland.

May-June 1992
• A special section on HP directions for the
'90s provides a fairly accurate
prediction of how the "information highway" will change
lives and business by the end
of the decade.

Radio took 40 years to reach 50 million listeners, and TV took 13 years
to reach 50 million viewers. The
Internet took four years to reach
50 million users. It's estimated there
are now 160 million Web users
globally and that there will be 300
million by 2005. HP would like to be
of service to each and everyone
of them.

March-April 1993
• HP is one of 55 U.S. companies to be
included in both the original 1984 version
and the '93 version of "The 100 Best
Companies to Work for in America." The
book also named MEASURE as one of the
nation's seven best employee publications.
• MEASURE explores Malaysia, where
more than 3,100 HP employees manufacture and sell HP products.

May-June 1993
• "The pain (and gain) of facing change"
tells some of the employee transition
~II':":''I:;.'''I~.I:'ft~.stories in Roseville, California, when
r,;"Il.......""ti:jol.l.:LLu.:;l170 people of the Networked Computer
Manufacturing Operation learned their jobs
were moving to Fort Collins, Colorado.
Employees who came through the change
with flying colors advised other HP

July-August 1990
Biosphere feature
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• U.S.-led coalition defeats Iraqi forces in the
Persian
Gulf War.
1992
• United
Nations
heads
relief
efforts to
reduce famine and civil war in Somalia and
other African nations.
• The Soviet Union ceases to exist as 15 new
nations are formed, including Russia.
• Yugoslavia breaks up and erupts into
bloody civil war.

John Young
retires and
Lew Platt
(Ieftl is
named HP
president
and CEO in
1992. In '93,
he adds the
chairman
title when
Dave Packard
retires as
chairman.
Lew joined HP in 1966 and worked in
almost every functional area on his way
to the top. Words people used to describe
him: down-to-earth, open, solid, honest,
fair but tough, a good boss, easy to talk
to, articulate.

employees to "keep their skills current,
think of change as an opportunity and
take risks."
July-August 1993
• "Is HP still one company?" MEASURE
asks. "Or has it become many different
companies, loosely bound by a name and
a common heritage but not much else?"

'A·

November-December 1993
• It's the end of an era when 81-year-old
Dave Packard retires as the chairman of
HP's board, passing the title on to President and CEO Lew Platt. For the first time
in its 54-year history, HP will operate without the day-to-day involvement of its
co-founders.
JanuaryFebruary 1994
• Special feature
on test and
measurement
shows how
new customers,
new products
and new ways
to do business
have transformed HP's
oldest business.

1995
1993
• Bill Clinton inaugurated as the 42nd U.S.
• The first planet outside the solar system
president.
discovered.
• A terrorist bomb explodes in New York's
• A car-bomb explosion rips a nine-story hole
World Trade Center.
in the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, killing 168.
• The North American Free Trade Agreement
• A shattering 7.2 earthquake
enacted.
• Andrew Wiles solves Fermat's last theorem.
hits Kobe, Ja an, killin more
than 5,000 people and caus1994
ing an estimated $60 billion
in damage.
• Nelson Mandela, African National Congress
leader, assumes the presidency of South
Africa.
• Ardipithecus ramidus, a 4.4 million-year-old
hominid found in Ethiopia, confirmed as the
oldest known member of the human family.

1995HP introduces the HP SureStore
CD-Writer 4020i, an internal
compact-disc recording system.

1992Bill Hewlett, co-founder of and director
emeritus of the HP board, sits in his
original office holding a model of the
HP-35 handheld scientific calculator on
the 20th anniversary of his calculator.
On the desk, to his right, is the production model of the HP-35 and in the
middle is the HP 95LX.

May-June 1994
• Feature on the
wide world of
online services
tells employees
how they can
plug into the
electronic superhighway and
provides an
explanation for
some of the
"emoticons"
they may
encounter :-l.
Another story
shows how Singapore paved the way for
the information superhighway 20 years
ago.
• Feature explains why HP Japan has
escaped the worst of a continued sluggish
economy when a global recession hits
Japan particularly hard.
July-August 1994
• "Strategic or short-sighted?" That's what
HP software engineer Chris Huggins asks
in this "On My Mind" article about HP's
increasing reliance on contractual help.
September-October 1994
• Feature on telecommuting shows that
for more and more HP people, work is not
somewhere you go, but something you do.
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1995"The HP Way,"
by Dave
Packard,
published.

• Jim Haberkorn's "On My Mind" article
entitled, "I'm losing my job" drew an enormous amount of response from fellow
employees. He wrote, "If I could write a
letter today and magically have it delivered
to myself two years ago, I would warn
myself not to be complacent."
July-August 1995
• Article features HP products and services
that are No.1 worldwide, including worldwide commercial RISC/UNIX system-based
computers; laser, inkjet and color printers;
handheld PCs; optical disk-drive jukeboxes;
HP's place in overall test and measurement
products; gas chromatography systems;
LED lamps and displays and fiber-optic
communications transceiver modules.
• Feature on how cc:Mail for OpenMail, the
next generation e-mail system, will replace
HP Desk, used by HP employees since 1982.
September-October 1995
• HP closes its Palo Alto Fabrication Center
at historic 395 Page Mill Road, the site that
includes the "Redwood building," the first
building HP owned after the garage.
November-December 1995
• Dr. Cyberspace joins the MEASURE lineup
as a regular Internet feature.

May-June 2000
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1990s

1996
• Earth's core found to spin faster than the
rest of the planet.
• "Doll "cion d from an adult
female sheep.
• More than 100 people injured
when a bomb explodes at the
Summer Olympics in Atlanta,
Georgia.

Dave Packard
died March 26,
1996, resulting
in an outpouring of love,
affection and
admiration from
his friends, colleagues, political leaders and
HP employees
around the
world. Lew
Platt, HP chairman, president and CEO,
summed it up
best: "He was our mentor, our inspiration
and, for most of us, our closest personal
experience with greatness."

January-February 1996
• The brilliant and colorful Barney Oliver,
founder and head of HP Labs for 30 years,
is remembered following his death November 23, 1995.
May-June 1996
• A special 16-page insert memorializes
Dave Packard following his death March
26. When MEASURE asked
employees to
submit memories
of Dave for this
issue, it received
more than 150
phone calls, faxes
and
e-mail messages
within a few days.
Each gave a
warm, funny, generous or no-nonsense example of
the Packard touch.

In 1999, HP gave 557.9 million in cash
and equipment to nonprofit agencies and
, - - - - - - - -...
-----, educational institutions
worldwide. Seventy percent of that went toward
HP in the Comnllmity
improving education. HP
got its philanthropic start
in 1940 when the com.~r~~ pany was just one year
old. Dave Packard's wife,
._i'''M.., Lucile, recorded HP's first
grant in the company
ledger-a 55 miscellaneous gift.

Agilent Technologies

November-December 1996
• In "Fasten your seat belts: Internet ahead,"
MEASURE looks at HP's emerging Internet
role. It marks the beginning of sidebars
telling readers where they can find more
information on the subject via the World
Wide Web.
March-April 1997
• Beautiful photo feature shows how Dr.
Holmes Morton uses HP analytical equipment to help Amish children in Pennsylvania stricken with a rare, hereditary
disease.
• Sounding the alarm: MEASURE tells
readers to brace themselves for possible
computer problems when the year 1999
changes over to 2000.
July-August 1997
• "Is MBWA still alive?" strikes a lot of
nerves in the company, and managers

• I •
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known for their MBWA (management by
wandering around) skills give some tips on
how to keep the practice alive.
January-February 1998
• HP computers map shrinking koala habitats in all-out Australian effort to save the
cuddly national symbol from extinction.
March-April 1998
• David Price describes a downside of working for a large corporation-Multiple Name
Syndrome-and the confusion and the
many missing e-mails, voice mails and
regular mail it causes. Pity the 25 David
Smiths who work for HP.
• Serious changes begin and MEASURE
tries to make sense of it as one senior
executive leaves the company, another
is named to head a major new business
organization, a third retires, the company
scraps its Management Council and reporting relationships change for Geographic
Operations-all in one day.

t
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ASA discovers fossil evidence of microbes • Madeline Albright confirmed as first female
on Mars, the first trace of potential life on
U.S. Secretary of State.
nother planet.
• Hong Kong returns to China's control.
• Princess Diana dies
1997
in a fiery car crash
Mars Pathfinder transmits images of the
in Paris.
Red Planet.
• Mother Teresa of CalGarry Kasparov loses a chess match to
cutta, India, dies of a
IBM's Deep Blue computer.
heart attack at 87.

1998
• Viagra introduced.
• An international team of surgeons in
France performs the first human limb
transplant-a hand.

William Redington Hewlett,
HP co-founder, pictured in
1997. Redington was Bill's
mother's maiden name.

The HP Board of Directors stunned employees, customers and
partners when it announced a strategic realignment in 1999 to
create two companies: an independent measurement company
composed of test and measurement, components, chemical
analysis and medical businesses, and a computing and imaging
company to include all of HP's computing, printing and imaging
businesses. Agilent Technologies, the new measurement company (referred to as "NewCo" during the realignment planning
process), was announced by President and CEO Ned Barnholt at
an historic name-launch event in San Jose, California.

May-June 1998
• MEASURE looks at the challenges facing
the European Union as it moves to a single
currency, the euro.

July-August 1998
• Feature on HP's Electronic World strategy
built on e-business, e-consumer and
e-commerce explains how HP plans to
emerge on top in the race to conquer the
Internet.

November-December 1998
• An in-depth look at HP's position in the
critical and brutal PC business, and HP's
rise to the top four in the business.
• In "Other Voices," business professor and
consultant Dr. Albert Vicere muses that HP
might have three problems: culture, culture
and culture. He says HP needs more people
who are excited and passionate about the
future, willing to push for change.

After Carly Fiorina became HP's fifth president and CEO July 19, 1999, she began a
worldwide series of coffee talks to introduce herself to employees. Carly triggered
a landslide of media and employee interest
when she joined the company. Prior to HP,
she spent nearly 20 years in high-profile
jobs with AT&T and Lucent Technologies.

MEASURE
May-June
1999
• Special section, "Breaking
up is hard to
do," documents
the biggest
change in HP's
'-'-'" 60-year history,
splitting into two companies, and looks at
what it's going to take to make it happen.
Lew Platt announces he'll oversee the division of companies and then retire.
September-October 1999
• Feature on HP's fifth president and CEO, Cara Carleton
"Carly" S. Fiorina, dynamic,
energetic and ready to lead
HP into the new millennium.
Dick Hackborn, retired from
HP since 1993, is appointed

non-executive chairman of HP's board of
directors, effective January 1, 2000.
• Feature on the name-launch event in San
Jose, California, where CEO Ned Barnholt
announces that "NewCo" will be named
Agilent Technologies.
• You've got mail! Lew Platt's last letter
to employees as president and CEO; letter
from Agilent Technologies CEO Ned Barnholt;
and letter from early Fiorina, HP's new
president and CEO, all appear in one issue.
November-December 1999
• Feature on new U.S. $200 million-plus
brand campaign, based on the company's
inventiveness, to redefine and reinvigorate
HP's image.
• Feature on the long-awaited
"Day One," November 1, when
Agilent Technologies began
separate operations from HP.

May-June 2000
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• The Nasdaq, the index
known for its high-tech
and biotech stars, rose
unprecedented 86 per~",
.......
.. -.)..... :
.
cent in 1999-then up
an additional 21 percen'
~_!f~
in early 2000. Investors
.~.I .
on this wild ride swal".1',\-:-'
lowed a reality pill in
March and April when
the combined value of a
. . ';f ~~..L
'ft. 5
Nasdaq stocks fell abou
$1 trillion in a month, drying up lots of ven
ture capital and bringing down scores of
dot-coms.

~j
'-'~j.

Paris's Eiffel Tower
put on a spectacular show of fireworks to celebrate
the millennium.

t

••• .-.

he decade of the 'OOs-the
oughts, the noughts, the zeroes
-whatever you want to call
them-began with the biggest nonstory of the decade: the much-feared
worldwide Y2K computer disaster
that never materialized.
Nearly 20,000 HP and Agilent
employees were involved in the
largest outreach program to customers in the company's 51-year history.
HP and Agilent employees called and
visited customers during the New
Year's Day weekend, reassuring the
companies' total commitment to
assist customers.
Early on in the year, HP President
and CEO Carly Fiorina and Agilent
counterpart ed Barnholt named
eight HP and four Agilent organizations as recipients of the 1999 President's Quality Award.
HP's reinvention efforts continued
full steam with high-level teams established to focus on business, marketing, infrastructure and the "Rules of
the Garage."
Delta Air Lines chose HP to supply
desktop PCs and printers to all 72,000
employees for its Wired Workforce
program.
Antonio Perez, president of the
Consumer Business and Digital Media
Solutions organization, retired in
March after a 25-year HP career, and
Franz Nawratil, a 35-year HP veteran
and the company's European chief
executive officer, retired in May. HP
mourned the death of Bill Doolittle, a
retired director and senior v.P., who
was instrumental in setting up HP's
European operations.
Agilent began to establish its name
in the community in January with two

T

public events-sponsoring a lecture
by world-renowned cosmologist and
author Stephen Hawking, and donating $250,000 to "Plugged In," the
oldest and most successful community science and technology center
serving at-risk populations in East
Palo Alto, California.
Agilent also named Alain
Coulder-chairman, president and CEO of Packard
Bell NEC, and a former HP
general manager-as its
chief operating officer. Company
earnings increased 77 percent in
the first quarter of fiscal 2000, and
Agilent's stock price-which opened
at $30 a share on November 18,
1999-soared to as high as $152 a
share in '00.
In March, Agilent acquired
J&W Scientific
and became
the world's
largest manufacturer and
supplier of capillary gas chromatography columns.

., .
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Alain
Coulder

January-February 2000
• Agilent Technologies grabs the headlines
-and the cover photo-with its Novembe
18, 1999, listing on the New York Stock
Exchange. MEASURE chronicles the grueling three-week, 25-city road show that
preceded Silicon Valley's largest IPO ever.
• Chairman of the Board Dick Hackborn,
retired HP executive vice president, discusses how the HP Way will help us reinvent the company.
He says: "If you
have motivated
employees, you're
going to have
happy customers,
and if you have
happy customers,
you're going to
have satisfied
shareholders. "

political battle focused on a 6-year-old
• America Online engineers the largest merger • Taiwan ignores Beijing's angry rhetoric and
.uban boy, Elian Gonzalez, erupted between
in American corporate history when it pairs
elects an independent-minded president,
file United States and Cuba, and between
up with media giant Time-Warner. The com- Chen Shui-bian.
:uban-Americans and the U.S. government.
panies valued the combination at $350 billion.
rhe boy, who was miraculously plucked
• Author Stephen King got more than 500,000
rom the ocean that killed his mother while • Web security assaults continue with an outreaders to go online to download his new
lscaping to the United States, was returned
break of denial-of-service attacks, causing
66-page short story.
:0 his father after federal agents stormed
huge slowdowns in February at Yahoo,
:he house of his Miami relatives.
Amazon, eBay and CNN, and the malicious • The U.S. government finds Microsoft guilty
Love Bug e-mail virus launched in May.
of unfair business practices and abusing its
(oshio Mori chosen
power as a monopoly, recommending that
>rime minister of Ja an,
Microsoft be split into two companies.
• Po e John Paul II, turned
'eplacing Keizo Obuchi.
80 in May, visited the Holy
Land and made history by
making a general apology
for the wrongs the Roman
Catholic Church has committed over the centuries,
including the Crusades,
the Inquisition and inaction and silence during the Holocaust.
t was the non-story of the

llillennium. As the not-realy-the-start-of-the-new-milennium began, people
uound the world were
~Iued to CNN to see if life
3S we know it would end
3ecause of the Y2K com3uter glitch. Instead of
llassive blackouts, plane
=rashes, panic and chaos,
3eople saw the Eiffel
rower turn into a geyser of
fireworks, the River
rhames light up like nothing seen since World War
II. and a Waterford crystal
3all drop in Times Square
in New York City.

• •
•••••
•••• • ••• Agilent Technologies
.•••••
. . Innovating the HP Way
•

.

Ned Barnholt, Agilent Technologies president and CEO, who had a 34-year career
with HP, starts June 2, 2000, with a totally
independent company from HP.

Carly Fiorina, Hewlett-Packard Company
president and CEO, takes the company
into a new era of inventiveness.
n v e n t

• Feature on the mountain of paperwork
created by HP and Agilent's legal, tax and
financial experts to split the two companies.
Some issues raised by the split were so
complex that even the authorities didn't
have the answers.

March-April 2000
• HP Labs researchers are among the
worldwide leaders in nanotechnology~Pi.~ growing wires
chemically at the
~"'''';'-1''" """"'. ":!Ii..L'L'IIlL""''' molecular levelwhich could lead
to very small
computers.

May-June 2000
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Art
Directors
Tim
Mitchell
and
Annette
Yatovitz
(retired)
hold
copies
of their
work in
front of
Tim's area
-across
the wall
from Jay
Coleman,
the editor.

Making

it happen
Over the years, many
hearts and minds have
brought the stories of HPto
life in MEASURE magazine.
Here are reflections from
some who made it happen.
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How it all began
By Dave Kirby
We had a relatively easy time naming
MEASURE when it began in 1963.

After a brainstorming session with
several HP friends, I had about 50
names, including the obvious and dull
(lIP Monthly, HP in Perspective, etc.).
I whittled the list to 10, then took the
names to a meeting of Dave Packard,
Bill Hewlett and Noel Eldred, vice
president of marketing. They all
zeroed in on MEASURE, so that's
what it became.
The first issue itself was black and
white, 12 pages and with some color
on the cover. Lots of color, in fact...
sort of a Godawful pinkish salmon
that only an art director could love.

MEASURE
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The day after MEASURE appeared
Dave Packard stopped by my desk.
"I think you're off to a good start
with the magazine," he said. I felt good
"Interesting articles and good pictures," he added. I felt even better.
But then he didn't move on. Insteac
he cleared his
throat and I
knew what
was coming.
"I just hope
you can do something about that
damn color!"
Quickly I
pointed out that
the color was
\!i!
going to change
with each issue...and it did. Placated,
Dave moved on.

MEASURE
Editors
(from
left)
Dave
Kirby, Jay
Coleman,
Brad
Whitworth,
Gordon
Brown
and Jean
Burke
Hoppe
hold their
favorite
covers
in Jay's
office.

Corne to think of it, that first issue
is a collector's item. The color has
never been repeated in 37 years.

(Dave Kirby, HP's first publicrelations director, launched
MEASURE in 1963 and served as
editorial director. He retired from
HP in 1989.-Editor)

History or mystery?

By Gordon Brown

When I think about the history of
Hewlett-Packard, particularly in terms
of ranking important events, I immediately think of an interview I had in
1973 with Fred Terman, then head of
the engineering school at Stanford
University and an HP director. I interviewed him for a special issue of

MEASURE (August-September 1973)
about "The HP experience."
In the course of a three-hour session, he made one piece of history
ring a big bell in my mind: Dave
Packard's decision to give up a very
promising career at General Electric
Company and return to Palo Alto as
Bill Hewlett's partner in a totally
untested business venture.
At that time in the late 1930s, Dave
was making a strong impression on
the GE staff, especially in his role as
a major contributor to
a very suc4 cessful
product.
After three
years at

lJ
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position not only to advance up the
corporate ladder but perhaps also to
invite his college buddy, Bill, to join
him in Schenectady, New York. There
goes HP and maybe even Silicon Valley!
So what changed all of that? Fred
Terman had the answer. In brief, it
involved a corporate gift to [mance an
engineering project at Stanford-one
for which Dave was ideally suited,
thanks to his studies at Stanford and
his work at GE. With Fred's encouragement, Bill suggested that Dave
take a break and corne look things
over. So Dave took a leave of absence
to return to Palo Alto for a few weeks
to work on the project.
Then, in a very short time that
involved work on the project as well
as Bill and Dave's own audio oscillator, Dave knew he would never give
up his new partnership. And, in short

'l~'1
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Perspectives

order, "the garage" was shipping
oscillators to Walt Disney Studios and
other discerning businesses.
As most HP people know, Bill
Hewlett won the coin toss to decide
whose name would come first on the
company name. But in the history of
HP, Dave's decision to join Bill was
more than monumental: It was an
inspiration to an industry that seems
to know no bounds.
And let's not forget Fred Terman.
He was a genius. In fact, he was the
son of Stanford Professor Lewis
Terman, who developed the
IQ test

38

known as the "Stanford-Binet Test."
Fred was right up there among the
1,500 kids put through the test-all of
them becoming known as "Terman's
Termites." Fred certainly had a major
role in mentoring and encouraging
the HP partnership.

(HP retiree Gordon Brown was
MEASURE editor from 1968 to
1981.-Editor)

Defying the odds
By Brad Whitworth
Magazines normally don't live to
the ripe, old age of 37 like
MEASURE has.
In the United States, where
10 new consumer magazines
are launched every week,

MEASURE
JUly.Augu"t 1985
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only half of them last a full year. And
only one in 10 makes it to its tenth
birthday.
The track record isn't much better
in the corporate world where mergers, divestitures and frequent management changes often bring sudden
deaths to even the most-respected
employee publications.
So it's very impressive to look
through the bound volumes of 37
years' worth of MEASURE in the corporate archives in Palo Alto. It's the
company's history captured for posterity in 309 issues of a magazine. The
CEO transitions from Bill Hewlett and
Dave Packard to John Young to Lew
Platt to Carly Fiorina. The introduction of the first handheld calculator.

The company's 25 th and 50th birth::lay parties. The split of Agilent from
HP. MEASURE shared these stories
with the hundreds of thousands of
employees who've worked in places
like Boblingen, Germany; Fort Collins,
Colorado; and Penang, Malaysia, over
the years. And now MEASURE pre;;erves that history for people who
will be studying one of the world's
most successful companies.
The history they'll read isn't candy~oated. Over the years, MEASURE
h.as earned a reputation for tackling
~ontroversial topics: the dilemma of
~hild care (1988); the personal trauma
)f losing ajob (1994); HP's presence
In apartheid South Africa (1985); the
;;carcity of women in managerial roles
:1985); the feelings of a black sales rep
~alling on white customers (1990); problems with order-fulfillment processes
:1993); the reasons people leave HP
GO start other companies (1984).
Stories like these never would have
~een published in many other com;:Janies. They could have caused the
::leath of the publication or the flring
)f an editor.
But it is a fact of life that maga~ines are born and magazines die.
30 do people and so do companies.
WBASURE wasn't around to record
;he founding of HP in 1939. WATT'S
'::URRENT crept onto the scene in
1943 and was replaced by MEASURE
m 1963. MEASURE won't be around
when the end of HP comes either. But
It certainly has done a magniflcent
job of chronicling more than half of
;his company's fIrst 61 years of life.
Thank you, MEASURE. And invent
-you've got some big shoes to flll.

~Brad Whitworth, MEASURE editor
(rom 1982 to 1986, is now strategic
~ommunications manager for HP's
'::omputing Systems organization.rEditor)

The line of MEASURE
art directors and editors
Editorial
director
Editors

Managing
editor
Art directors

Dave Kirby
William Bigler
Merle Mass
Gordon Brown
Brad Whitworth
Jean Burke Hoppe
Jay Coleman
Carlos Vidal Greth
Tom Martin
Don Letta
Annette Yatovitz
Tim Mitchell

An honorable run
By Betty Gerard
When I was invited to write about
MEASURE as a retiree who spent
two-plus decades as a staff writer
and associate editor, it was irresistible. I relished my tenure there,
which began in late 1976 when Bill
Hewlett was still CEO, and ended in
1997, a year after the death of Dave
Packard. We viewed MEASURE as
Hewlett-Packard's book of record
and, to a large extent, it reflected
the changes going on in the broader
society as well.
Change, that most unsettling of
conditions, was treated in MEASURE
with painful honesty from the earliest
days on. There were worries about
how to keep the small-company feeling as HP grew, and the question was
raised, "Is there still a place here for
the individual?"
A 1993 article discussed new ways
to work-self-managed work teams,
alternative work schedules, 10- and
12-hour shifts, telecommuting and
job-sharing-as the company coped
with severe competitive pressures.
Some production functions were consolidated through transfers or were
outsourced, and duly reported. The
magazine returned several times to a
candid look at what was happening
with manufacturing. The feelings of
employees caught in a move or down-

sizing were captured with honesty.
One piece that struck a chord with
readers was "I'm losing my job" by
Jim Haberkorn of the Boise (Idaho)
Surface Mount Center.
HP was growing in gangbuster
fashion, but anxious to hang onto its
core values as the company became
larger and more global. New styles of
management, such as "matrix management" and soon-discarded "rows
and columns" sought to institutionalize teamwork across businesses. The
time-honored division-with its three
functional areas of
manufacturing,
R&D and marketing
-was twisting into
new and experimental shapesand MEASURE
caught the transition in a cover story.
The sometimeselusive HP Way
was a recurring
topic. Not given to
hyperbole, Dave Packard told
MEASURE in 1981 that "We started
doing certain things because we
thought they were a good way to
make a business work" In 1993,
MEASURE started a department
called "Other Voices," where people
outside the company wrote thoughtful pieces about the special HP culture, such as business writer and
author Milton Moskowitz' 1993 query,
"Will HP remain true to itself?"
Even when the co-founders withdrew from day-to-day management,
they were a favorite subject of
MEASURE coverage. One popular
article in 1992 answered the question,
"What are Dave Packard and Bill
Hewlett doing today?" The magazine
had cover features on the career of
John Young, the next CEO, at the flve-
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Perspectives

year mark in his administration and at
his retirement in 1992, when he was
succeeded by Lew Platt.
Meanwhile, HP forged ahead into
new territory. MEASURE chronicled
the first women senior managers in
1985, featuring a picture of Carolyn
Ticknor (then an R&D manager, now
the president of Imaging and Printing
Systems) on the cover. It reported on
a growing number of women in the
pipeline for future promotion. Minority managers were beginning to emerge,
but the company still had a way to go.
The concerns of the larger society
were reflected in HP, such as the promotion of diversity. The U.S. policy of
Affirmative Action-which includes
hiring and promoting people with disabilities-received ongoing attention
in MEASURE in strong special sections. In 1993, an employee in Germany
wrote a touching "On My Mind" article about xenophobia and the staunch
support he received from fellow HP
GmbH employees as anti-foreigner
sentiment flared there.
Covering a worldwide company
completely in an every-other-month
publication was not easy, particularly
with a mostly stay-at-home staff. The
special considerations of doing business internationally were recorded,
such as cultural and language differences, U.S. customs and licensing
rules, expatriate assignments. But as
the balance of HP's sales shifted outside the United States, MEASURE
printed dozens of profiles on international and domestic operations.
They stretched from Alaska to South
America, Japan to Australia, and
Ireland to Russia. Many articles
were written and photographed,
respectively, by freelance journalists
and photographers on the road.
At the same time, the magazine
had generous coverage of HP busi-

nesses, markets, individual products
and interesting applications-from
the Olympic
Games to
testing the space shuttle before liftoff.
Customer satisfaction and an emphasis on quality became recurring themes
of articles.
From its earliest days, HP has been
a staunch supporter of the community
and education. MEASURE often covered positive activities in these areas,
such as volunteering in the schools
and the company's many philanthropic grants.
The world's growing concern about
the environment has been reflected
in articles about handling chemicals
properly, reducing wastewater and
HP's other environmental efforts.
Other MEASURE stories dealt with
natural disasters such as the aftermath of earthquakes in the San
Francisco Bay Area and Kobe, Japan.
The wide-ranging interests of HP
employees provided great subjects.
Among those who have been chronicled in MEASURE are a race-car
driver, a poet, an ace pilot, a White
House Fellow, a guide-dog trainer and
an employee who made a poignant
return to her native Vietnam.
Reflecting societal concerns,
MEASURE also has run first-person
articles by an employee with AIDS,
and a candid account by one winning
his battle with drugs.
Back in June 1977, Ross Snyder,
then HP's premier computer writer,
predicted in a MEASURE article,
"Perhaps electronics' greatest contribution will be bringing the information explosion under control." He
looked forward presciently to the
interactive interconnection of com-
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puters in business, government, education and homes.
No one foresaw that MEASURE,
the book of record, would one day
chronicle the split of Hewlett-Packar<
into separate computer and measurement companies.
It has been an honorable run and
an experience I'll never forget.

(Betty Gerard's
21-year tenure as
a MEASURE staff
writer and associate editor is a
record. -Editor)

Betty Gerard (middl

From the artistic side
By Annette Yatovitz

Fifteen years with MEASURE gave
me the opportunity to "meet" a wide
variety of HP people worldwide. The
"One day" issue in honor of HP's 50th
anniversary necessitated poring over
hundreds of rolls of film from sites
around the world in order to select,
with the editor, those photos which
would best represent the energy and
diversity of this special company.
My only published article was
about HP Barcelona, where I directec
a photo shoot that was sandwiched
into a family vacation in Spain. What
I experienced there was the way HP
culture translated without a ripple
into a culture very different from tha1
of the company's origin.
However, the strongest impressior
of my years with MEASURE came
from the special issue on Dave
Packard after his death. I followed
the progress of California, United
States and international industry
while looking through photos of Davl
in the HP archives. Several people
answered phones at a table near my
office, and the calls came pouring in.

I was
amazed at
the number of lives
Dave had touched-some employees
and some not-and at the fact that
those people felt moved to contact
the company to express appreciation
and condolences.
I hope MEASURE has inspired its
readers as have the lives of HP's
founders and that invent-the magazine's successor-will continue to
do so.

advance input to
the photographers. I
depend on the image
makers to be the eyes
of the story and capture people as they are,
naturally, not posed. It's
basic photojournalism and
because of life's unpredictable nature it's always
an adventure to see what
comes back from a "shooters" session.
Being on a shoot is even more of
an adventure.
Besides getting me away from
design and production, planning,
v-mail, e-mail and meetings, it puts
me into direct contact with the story
principals-the essence.
One recent session put me in the
room with Formula One racing legend
Jackie Stewart. He was answering
business questions from others and I
was thinking about how driven he
was to take a car out to the edge of
its performance-something I didn't
want to do but certainly admired the
technology that made it possible. So
I asked him what it was like for us
Ford Taurus types to strap into an F1
livery and step on it.
His eyes twinkled as he thought
about his answer for a few seconds
and came back with an explanation
matching the length of his pause. He
said that an F1 car can go from a
standing start to 100 miles per hour
and come to a complete stop again
in 3.6 seconds. Wow. Thanks for the
ride, Jackie, and the photographer got
the twinkle.
My last shoot with a freelance
photographer was up at HP Labs. We
were shooting Stan Williams and Phil
Keukes for the story about HP breakthroughs in nanotechnology.
The lab room-filled with wires
and tubes connected to experiments

-------------=::.:.:...J

(HP retiree Annette Yatovitz was
MEASURE art director from 1983 to
1997.-Editor)

From another artistic side
By Tim Mitchell
My job is storytelling. The stories
I work on for the magazine are truly
part of the fabric of this companythe people and their culture.
When my daughter, Nicole, was
much younger she told her classmates I was an art detector and I
worked for Hacky-Packy. I think she
was on to something. After all, I do
detect the best pictures to use-only
after planning how to capture the feel
of the story. It is this part of the equation that adds to the words part. If
done correctly, the sum of the two
elements melds into one memorable,
meaningful communication.
Although I physically art direct
few photos outside of the Palo Alto,
California, area, I always try to give

-housed an incredible vacuum
chamber (that exceeded outer space
in its ability to create a vacuum). It
was also delicate and expensive. Just
a little "T"-shaped handle on this
machine cost more than $250,000.
Stan cautioned us to touch nothing
during the session where we took
pictures of the them doing some of
their experimental work. It only took
a few minutes to set up a light stand
for bounced illumination by the vacuum
chamber and we were under way.
In one of the groupings, Stan and
Phil had their backs to the chamber
while they looked at data on the
workstations. That's when the light
stand fell, just missing the main
vacuum stand but detaching a few
wires in its way down. It was like a
machete falling in a jungle of vines
and getting caught up without hitting
the floor.
Phil and Stan were shaken and the
photographer gulped 1lIII-'!!IJ;ri
lots of air. I was the
first on the scene and
held up the lightstand
off the equipment
until Stan could help.
He straightened the
light and plugged the
loose wires back into
the vacuum chamber.
We got some great
shots back from that
session and I haven't seen any repair
bills from HP Labs yet so I guess
there was no damage done.
The journey this company is on is
a rich source for future stories that I
hope will eventually help employees
understand the business better. M

(i5-year HP employee Tim Mitchell
has been the MEASURE art director
since mid-1997.-Editor)
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BILL AND DAVE STORIES

Whose
car

was it?

By David Price

A chance encounter
with Bill Hewlett reveals
the real story behind
an enduring HP myth.

42

PALO ALTO, California-Call it the
continued our tour, past the Tinkerbell
luck of the Welsh if you want. Call it
Woodshop nestled behind Polly and
blind chance, kismet, serendipity. What- Jake's antique store on El Camino
ever you call it, the gods handed me a Real. Then on to the Redwood Buildhealthy dose a handful of years ago.
ing a block away-the site that Agilent
Back in 1988, I ventured to Palo
will call home-and the. 1948 corpoAlto from my Rockville, Maryland,
rate headquarters.
office to take part in a gathering of
Finally, we drove west, up Page
communicator types from around the
Mill Road to HP Labs, where-at the
world. As an HP rookie, I asked
time-Bill and Dave still kept tabs on
Vernon Andrews, who worked in
the global empire they had created.
Corporate Communications at the
Vernon and I walked through the
time, for a tour of the company's hisdistinctive building with the sawtooth
toric monuments, which are scattered roof, pausing in front of the woodthroughout this lovely town.
paneled offices of the founders.
Our first stop was the garage itself, Then the luck kicked in.
that familiar icon at 367 Addison
By chance, Bill was there, talking
Avenue that has become the centerin his office with a small group of vispiece of our current campaign to rein- itors from Japan. The meeting was
vent HP. As we pulled up in front of
breaking up, and the guests thanked
the modest structure, Vernon explained him for his time. Bill walked out with
that it's only a strong baseball throw
them, stopping to talk with Molly
from Stanford University, where Bill
Yoshizumi, his secretary.
Hewlett and Dave Packard attended
Vernon nudged me with his elbow
classes with their professor and menand said, "Why don't I introduce you?"
tor, Fred Terman.
Never one to mess with kismet,
Fred started one of the most
I nodded and followed him over.
enchanting myths in high-tech history.
A moment later, we shook hands"If the car was in the garage, there
this lowly communicator from the
was no backlog," he had
East Coast and the great
said, referring to the original
man himself. I remember
"If the car was being pleasantly surprised
Silicon Valley startup. "But
if the car was parked in the
in the garage, at how tan and fit Bill
driveway, business was good."
for a man with 75
there was no looked
Vernon told me that a
years of living behind him.
backlog. "
reporter for a trade publicaBut most impressive were
tion was writing a story on
his eyes-there was a
the early years of HP. The reporter
benevolent, dancing sparkle within
had asked a reasonable question:
them, one that spoke of wisdom, contentment and even a hint of mischief.
Whose car was it?
The conventional thinking leaned
With his body language, Bill silently
invited
us to join his chat with Molly,
toward Dave's 1936 Chevy, but
and
I
realized
he was trying to recall
nobody was sure. With this tidbit
whose
car
was
parked in the driveway.
floating in the back of my mind, we
"I had a Dodge back then," he said,
"but it didn't have a backseat. It was
cheaper that way."

MEASURE
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1 asked if he
were referring to
the Terman myth.
He smiled.
"I don't know
how that story got
started," he said. "We didn't
use the garage for the car.
We worked there. 1
think there was even
a power meter in the
middle of it. But it's
a good story."
He paused for a
few seconds, then
laughed.
"Tell them it was
Packard's Chevy," he
chuckled. "We'll let him
be the liar."
Call it luck, 1 guess. That seems
to fit best. Whatever you call it, 1
was there the day that Bill added
his gentle touch to the myth of the
car in the driveway.
The real story won't change a
thing, of course. Because one
of the many endearing things
about myths is this: The good
ones will outlive us all. M

~

(

,

(David Price is a member of the HP
Communications team. He also
writes the Apparently So column on
hpNOW-Editor)
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THE NUMBERS

A ledger
initsown
time
Conservative? You bet!
But HP's 61-yeartrack
record of financial success
has made good business
sense-and extra income
for many.

Bob Wayman, HP's chief fmancial officer, has heard the classic complaint
about Hewlett-Packard's fmancial
policy for years: You're too conservative. Bob, HP's CFO since 1984, has a
ready reply.
"In 61 years, we've never had a
terrible fmancial period and we've
averaged about 16 percent growth
per year," Bob says. "Our approach
may be conservative, but there are a
lot of companies that would love to
have our fmancial success."
In an era of instant IPO millionaires and get-rich-quick schemes, the
Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard School
of Financial Management seems as
appropriate as a 14.4-baud modem.
Bill and Dave were products of the
Great Depression and believed in a
pay-as-you-go philosophy when it
came to finances.
They could've added extra staff
and taken on more government contracts during World War II, and the
Korean and Vietnam wars, but that
would have meant massive layoffs
when the contracts ended. Unlike
some defense contractors, they didn't
want to run a hire-and-fire operation.
Financial stability also was a factor
during an economic slump in the 1980s.
Instead of laying off 10 percent of the
workforce, HP required all employees
to take a 10 percent pay cut-taking
every other Friday off without payin what became known as the "nineday fortnight."
"Bill and Dave felt that stability is
good for shareholders, customers and
employees," Bob says. "By keeping
the workforce intact, we were better
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able to serve customers when business picked up again. So, it was a
nice, humanitarian thing for employees, but also a wise business decision.
Bill and Dave cared deeply about both."
The same could be said for the
HP cash profit-sharing program,
which began in 1962. Virtually from
the start, HP had a tradition of paying
employees Christmas and production
bonuses, but the profit-sharing plan
established a pool of money12 percent of pre-tax profits-for all
employees worldwide, from the shop
floor to the executive office.
The plan made the link between
business performance and fmancial
rewards. "It has always been a basic
objective of our company," Dave
wrote, "to have our employees share
in the success which they help make
possible." Since 1962, the payout has
been as low as 3.12 and as high as
12.83 percent.
Another profitable program for HP
people has been the Employee Stock
Purchase Plan, which began in 1959,
two years after HP's first public stock
sale. Employees can designate up to
10 percent of their earnings for automatic quarterly stock purchases,
which HP subsidizes. Over time, the
stock has split seven times. If you
bought one share of stock for $16
when it was first offered in 1957,
today you'd have 192 shares worth
around U.S. $25,000, based on HP's
stock price of about $130 a share in
May 2000.
Forty-three years later, today's
fmancial focus seems to be on a company's stock price, which is available
instantly via the Internet. Is that too
much focus on short-term results?
"That's the environment in which
we operate," Bob says. "It's an incredibly important message to shareowners, customers and employees of just

Stock splits happen
HP stock, first offered on the New York Stock Exchange in 1957,
opened at $16 per share. The seven HP stock splits were:

how you're doing. Our stock price
reflects both current results as well
as long-term growth opportunities. If
Bill and Dave were rurming the company today I'm certain they would be
paying close attention to the stock
price, too."
HP's sound [mancial management
also has been a windfall for major
philanthropic contributions around
the world. HP donated U.S. $57.9 million in cash and equipment in 1999,
and the HP Company Foundation
donated $1.6 million in '99.
And, thanks to the value of HP
stock, the co-founders' family foundations have become two of the world's
largest foundations. Grants from the
David and Lucile Packard Foundation
totaled $411 million in 1999; it
expects to grant $500 million this

Date

Split

November 6, 1957
September 15, 1960
February 23, 1970
June 27, 1979
June 17, 1981
August 1,1983
March 24, 1995
June 21, 1996

IPQ
3 for
2 for
2 for
2 for
2 for
2 for
2 for

Average trading price

$ 16.00
1 $ 77.00 on 6/30/60
$103.28 on 12/31/69

1
1
1
1
1
1

$ 89.28 on 3/31/79
$ 94.13 on 3/31/81
$ 89.88 on 6/30/83
$100.50 on 1/31/95
$105.88 on 4/30/96

year. The William and Flora Hewlett
Foundation awarded more than $90
million in 1999.
Bill and Dave may have been financially conservative, but they were
clear when they established the
Corporate Objectives that profit is
No. 1. "Profit is not something that
can be put off until tomorrow," the
supporting text of the objectives
states, "...it must be achieved today."
Conservative or not, that's something that HP has done very well for
61 years. M

Stock profit-sharing percentages
For nearly 40 years, HP has shared a percentage of its pre-tax
profits with all employees worldwide. Some historical highlights
of the profit-sharing program include:
• First year (1962): first half 6.0; second half 8.5
• Lowest percentage (1992): second half 3.12
• Highest percentage (1996): first half 12.83
• Average percentage: first half 6.83; second half 7.02

Year

1st '/2 2nd 1/2 Year

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

6.00
5.50
6.50
7.50
8.50
7.50
6.24
6.63

8.50
8.19
8.93
9.95
8.30
6.26
7.21
8.00

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

1st '12 2nd '/2

Year

1st 1/2 2nd '/2

Year

5.23
3.93
6.05
7.36
7.90
6.66
5.50
8.00
8.23
9.10

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

8.52
7.46
7.03
6.71
6.88
5.73
4.68
4.49
5.65
5.15

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

4.10
4.40
8.29
6.34
7.71
6.74
7.28
8.38
8.75
8.86

9.00
8.32
8.12
7.34
7.48
5.05
4.80
5.78
5.45
6.11

lstl/2 2nd 1/2

4.33
5.25
7.59
7.06
8.46
11.18
12.83
6.40
7.06
4.84

4.25
4.11
3.12
6.20
8.44
11.46
8.77
6.71
4.01
6.12

20%
15%
10%
5%

Year of payout

Profit
sharing
payout

1999
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The best of

MEASURE?
Following Dave Packard's
direction, MEASURE has
worked for 37 years to find
stories and photos that the
editors thought would be
interesting, entertaining
and intriguing for our
readers. Occasionally,
we hit a nerve with a
story that was particularly
informative or gripping.
Here's a small sampling
of stories and images that
captured our collective
attention.
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February
1971In February 1971,
MEASURE ran an
intriguing photo
and story about
a crystal skull
that experts at HP's Santa Clara crystal lab
examined to determine the skull's origin.
The 11-pound, 7-ounce Mitchell-Hedges
Skull was discovered in 1927 under a collapsed altar in a Mayan temple in British
Honduras. HP analysis showed that the
skull was a single crystal of quartz that

July-August 1984If you think that dot-corns and high-tech
startups are a new phenomenon, you probably didn't see the July-August 1994 edition of MEASURE. An article titled, "Our
Entrepreneurial Alumni," lists 18 companies launched by former HP employees,
including Tandem computers (1974),
Apple Computer (1977), 3Com (1979)
and Integrated Device Technology (1980).

r-~~::=.:
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took an estimated 300 "man-years" to create. People had speculated that the skull
was as much as 12,000 years old and came
from either the Aztecs, Mixtecs, Olmecs,
Egypt, Tibet or China, but there was no
way to pinpoint its origin.

November 1971Historically, the regular "letter" from
the CEO has been one of the most
popular articles in each edition of
MEASURE. In MEASURE's early
days-long before e-mail and the
Web-the letter was a primary vehicle for reporting HP's business plans
and quarterly results to employees.

•
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From the president's desk
During the early part of this year it became evident that our ability to produce
exceeded the incoming order rate for a number of our divisions. With the hope that
the condition was temporary, we delayed taking any action at that time and allowed
a substantial increase in inventory and reduction of backlog to occur. By July it
became clear that there were no prospects for an increase in the order rate, and even
though most domestic divisions had stripped down to a team of efficient, reliable
people, it was obviously necessary to bring production more into line with the current
order rate. In general, this gap represented about 10 percent of production. The alternative courses of action were to either have a 10 percent layoff or to work out some
method whereby the work reduction could be shared on a more equitable basis among
all employees. The latter course of action seemed far more in keeping with HP's tradition and it represented.a much more understanding way to resolve what appeared
to be a relatively temporary problem. It was for these reasons that the plan of taking
every other Friday off without pay was instituted.
As we have now come to the end of our fiscal year and have returned to a full
work week, I felt that it might be of value to review in perspective the results of this
program in which most of you shared. At the time the plan was instituted, there were
about 10,000 people employed in the divisions involved, in the field marketing organization, and in the headquarters office in Palo Alto. Thus to bring our employment
into line with orders, we would have had to layoff about 1,000 people. Let us look at
what has happened in the interim. To date we have had an attrition of about 525
people and have been able to achieve interdivisional transfers of another 125 people.
We have been able to effect some small reduction in our inventory position. During
this period our backlog has improved slightly. As a result of these factors, our borrowings have decreased about $12 million and we have not had to spend about $3
million in wages and salaries. Of this latter amount, slightly more than 20% will be
paid back to employees in cash and deferred profit sharing. Approximately 43 % will
be paid out in taxes to the Government and the remainder of slightly more than $1
million has served to bolster what otherwise would have been a very poor earnings
record for the final quarter of our fiscal year.
We are not, however, out of the woods, as order rates are still below our ability
to produce with a full-time work force. Rather than continue the alternate Friday off
program with its options of a long weekend, that was attractive during the summer
months, it appeared more desirable to concentrate an equivalent number of days
(four) between Christmas and New Years-a period during which production and
orders have been traditionally slow, as weIl as a period when such time off could be
·effectively used by our employees and their families. Further, at our present rate of
attrition and internal transfers, we should be in balance between production and
orders if the present order rate does not further deteriorate. In considering the relative impact of this work reduction program during the past four months as well as
the forthcoming period between Christmas and New Years, it seemed appropriate to.
spread profit sharing among all employees on the basis of full-time wages and salaries,
rather than on the 10% reduced base. .
One final word, and that is to express my appreciation to all of you who so
willingly shared this work reduction program so that one in ten of your fellow
employees might continue to work rather than enter the job market during a period
of high unemployment. We have had many favorable comments from the outside
about this program and the acceptance and cooperation by HP people that made it
effective.
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In focus

Keeping the faith
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In aworld away from modem
technology, HP analytical
equIpment helps agroup of
"special chIldren" stricken
WIth a rare disease
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March-April 1997Writer Thomas Ulrich and photographer Clark Mishler teamed up for a spectacular photo feature article,
"Keeping the faith," that gave MEASURE readers a rare glimpse into the Amish community in Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania. Dr. Holmes Morton used an HP-donated gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer
system to diagnose and treat Amish children who suffer from a hereditary disease. After seeing the
MEASURE article, TIME magazine asked Thomas Ulrich to write an article about Dr. Morton for a special
edition on "medical marvels." Because of the visibility in TIME, Dr. Morton's clinic received a number of
donations from outside the region.

January-February 1989One of the most striking images from the
"Day in the life" 50th anniversary of HP
edition came from HP Singapore. Muslim
women don robes, spread their prayer rugs
and pause for prayers during break periods.
Isolated stairwells provide a quiet place
where the women bow northwest to Mecca
for their required prayer sessions. The "Day
in the life" edition was the most popular in
MEASURE history.
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Former Editor Brad Whitworth
(second from left) and three of
his relatives-brother-in-Iaw
Carl (top left), niece Kelsey and
son Bradley-each were drafted into service and appeared
on a MEASURE cover.

All in
the
family
When it needed a model
for the cover photo,
MEASURE turned to lithe
most-photographed family
in HP history."

For 37 years, MEASURE has faced a
constant conundrum: How do you
produce a high-quality publication
without spending a lot of money?
In the case of cover photos, the
answer was simple: Keep it in the
family-the Whitworth family.
Brad Whitworth joined the
MEASURE staff and HP in 1980 and
served as editor from 1982 to 1986.
Between 1984 and 1994, Brad, one
of his sons, his brother-in-law and a
niece all appeared in MEASURE
cover photos. The four covers make
them the most-photographed family
in MEASURE history. "We were all
reasonably willing to help and very
affordable-free, in fact," Brad says.
MEASURE offers this where-arethey-now update on Brad and his kin:
Carl Nakano was a San Jose State
University student in 1984 when he
agreed to pose as a modem-day
samurai warrior for a MEASURE
cover story (March-April) on
Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard's quest
for total quality. "I'm not exactly huge,
and I was amazed at how tight the
armor was on me," Carl says of the
tiring, two-hour photo session. "The
samurai who wore that outfit must
have been petite."
Married, with a 2-year-old son and
a daughter due to be born in June,
Carl is the director of the grievance
department of the San Jose local
United Food and Commercial
Workers union.
Bradley Whitworth, Brad's 16year-old son, was 5 when he appeared
on the November-December 1989

MEASURE cover. That edition-the [mal one during
HP's 50th anniversary
year-focused on the company's future, including
HP's vision of computing.
Today, Bradley is a strapping 5-foot-1O-inch-tall high school
sophomore who excels at hockey,
water polo and swimming. He's also
an avid Web surfer.
Kelsey Yamaoka, Brad's niece, was
7 years old in 1990 when she became
a MEASURE cover girl for a special
section (September-October) about
"The ABC's of HP and education." "I
got to the photo shoot and got scared
because I thought they were going to
make me figure out the formula on
the blackboard," Kelsey says with a
laugh. "Math is my
worst subject!"
Kelsey is putting big
numbers on the scoreboard instead of the
blackboard today as a
player on the Los Altos
(California) High
School girls' basketball team.
Brad reluctantly
agreed to let the back
of his head appear in the
September-October 1994 issue when
MEASURE wrote about the rise in
mobile communications and telecommuting in "When the office hits
the road."
In addition to his stint in the HP
Communications department, Brad
has headed communications for
HP's former Intercontinental Operations and the highly successful Y2K
program. Today, he's facing new challenges as the strategic communications manager for HP's Computing
Systems organization. M
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PEOPLE

The
yesterday,
today anti
tomorrow

ofHP

There are many things that
make HP a great company
to work for-just ask its
employees.
By Desiree Sylvester

Perhaps you're an old timer around
Hewlett-Packard and have forgotten
what it was in the first place that gave
you the idea that you'd like to work
here. Or maybe you're one of the hundreds of new people worldwide who
have joined the company, and you're
not quite sure if all those things you
were told about HP could be true.
But you are aware-or were toldthat HP is "different." So, how do you
put your fmger on that, or explain it
to someone else? With some anecdotes? Or a quick recitation of the
HPWay?
MEASURE asked a few HP people
to explain their views of HP's uniqueness and what its prospects are in the
face of current changes and future
growth. The yesterday, today and
tomorrow of HP are very impressed
with what it has become.
For nearly 60 years, HewlettPackard has been steady, predictable,
envied, imitated. And amid all the
recent changes, HP old-timer Henry

Henry Sanchez (left) poses with HP
co-founder Dave Packard.
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Sanchez feels the company is losing a
part of the social structure that contributes to its shining soul. Henry
laments the absence of the old-time
picnics. "When you had the old picnics, you had them at Little Basin
(an HP recreation facility in the San
Francisco Bay Area) and it was a
real get-together for the families," he
said. "Doing away with picnics, which
fostered a lot of team bonding, did
away with the old social culture. It's
extinct now."
Henry, project manager for the
Americas Solution Deployment Organization in Mountain View, joined HP
46 years ago during a tin1e that he
says was very fun. "Managers were
even involved in your after hours
social life as well as with work," he
says. "It was the most extreme positive social culture-everyone had a
good time and knew each other."
Faced with his retirement in May,
Henry remembers what was so special about HP that kept him here all
those years. "HP gave me the ability
to progress to different positions
while providing me all the highcaliber training to get there and once
there, additional training," he says.
"I was provided with many job opportunities because of HP's product
diversity."
Russell Lee, who joined HP, left
and came back again, has seen the
company from both sides. Russell,
an executive and strategic communications manager in Cupertino, says he
was first attracted to HP by its working culture that clearly placed an
importance on its people. "I've taken
advantage of everything from flexible

hours, to the open-door policy, to
EAP (Employee Assistance Program),"
Russell says.
During his 14 years at HP, Russell
has worked his way up from material
handler to executive speechwriting
with former CEO Lew Platt-a feat he
credits to HP. "Where else can you get
that kind of opportunity?" he says.
But in 1998, Russell left HP to join
the booming world of dot-coms. He
was heavily recruited by a small
start-up where he knew the people,
the industry and the teclmology. They
• • • • • • • • • offered to match
his HPsalary
'The new HP is and benefits, as
an improvement well as provide
because without stock options. "I
.
.
decided that if I
It we WIll not
were ever going
survive in today's to try a start-up,
marketplace. " this ,:"oul~ be
the nght tlIlle,"
he says. "If it didn't work out and I
wanted to return to HP, Lew told me
'it takes 15 seconds to open the door'."
Russell was lured back to HP by
its diversity and infrastructure. "At
HP, you can always fmd someone
with your interests," he says. "I had
also been an active member of the
HP choir. I missed everything from
instant access to office supplies, to
internal IT support, to managers who
cared about my personal development as well as my results. These are
all things you take for granted until
you don't have them anymore."
ow that he's back, Russell is
optimistic about the new HP. "The
new HP is an inlprovement because
without it, we will not survive in
today's marketplace," he says.
"Companies are recognized today by
the amount of 'buzz' they generate,
and our reinvention is certainly generating 'buzz.' And I truly believe that

Russell Lee (right). had
many occasions to talk
with Lew Platt, now
retired HP chairman,
president and CEO,
when Russell was an
executive speechwriter.

we have a compelling story to tell
moving ahead."
While Henry and Russell are both
seasoned veterans at HP, new recruits
aren't so savvY about HP's history. So
what attracts them to HP?
Dacia Tareleton, who joined HP as
a SEED student in 1997, is the project
manager for collaboration services in
Agilent Teclmologies IT in Atlanta,
Georgia.
As a new recruit, Dacia says she
was looking for a geographically
dispersed company with a diverse
corporate environment, a high retention rate and excellent benefits-all
of which she found at HP.
After considering offers from
Northrop-Grumman, Bell-Core, BellAtlantic and Nortel, Dacia chose HP.
"I was very fanUliar with HP and the
environment since I interned here,"
she says. "I was very excited about
the work location (Atlanta). HP
offered better benefits and more
flexible schedules, and the job was
more interesting than any of the others I was offered. And there is plenty
of room for growth in a wide variety
of areas at HP."
Aresia Rhodes
first came to HP as
a SEED student
in 1998 and was
hired last year as
the senior application support engineer
for Global
Aresia Rhodes
Product and Pricing System product support in the
e!now organization of Mountain View.

"I was attracted to
HP by its reputation,
the wide range of
career possibilities,
its support of employee growth, competitive benefits and laid-back atmosphere," Aresia says. "It's also great
that HP supports my personal goals.
The more successful we are as individuals, the more successful the company will be as a whole."
Companies such as IBM, Nortel,
Lockheed Martin, Lucent Teclmologies and State Farm recruited Aresia,
but she says HP rose to the top of her
list. "I saw great potential in what HP
would be and has become," she says.
"I also want to be in a company
where I can make a big difference in
its success." M

(Desiree Sylvester, a Santa Clara
[California) University student
who's majoring in Communication,
was the 2000 MEASURE summer
intern.-Editor)
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YOUR LAST TURN

In the May-June 1980
edition, MEASURE began
printing letters to the editor
in response to articles in
the magazine. Once those
floodgates were open,
there was no turning back.
Sometimes you really,
really liked us-and other
times you didn't. MEASURE
received the most flattering
responses for its JanuaryFebruary 1989 "Day in the
Life of HP" edition celebrating HP's 50th anniversary. You also liked "The
Packard Touch," a special
section eulogizing Dave
Packard in the May-June
1996 MEASURE
Editors were most
often flayed for being geographically and technically
challenged.
Following are excerpts
from some of our favorite
letters to "Your Turn"
through the years.

Fortunate rating
I was intrigued and happy to read
that Fortune magazine now ranks HP
81st in its 500 list. Being a super optimist with a yen for crunching statistics advantageously, I couldn't resist
looking back down memory lane to
1976 when Fortune had us pegged
200. Then I made a simplistic projection to see when we'll make the
No.1 spot.
Year

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

Rank

Annual
change

200
184
167
150
120
110
81
60
40
19
1

16.0%
17.0%
17.0%
30.0%
10.0%
29.0%
20.6%
20.6%
20.6%
20.6%

5- Year average
annual change

20.6%

Obviously things just won't go
that easy for us, but there's no harm
done except good fun to look forward and make plans to celebrate
being Numero Uno!
JACK BENSON
Palo Alto, California
November-December 1983

The eyes have it

MEASURE
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Dear A. Reenigne: (Could your
name possibly be "engineer" spelled
backward?) We kid you not. Ellen
Price is really checking on the alignment of the raster on the HP
Touchscreen computer. But she's
being helped by a thick alignment
plate mounted on the CRT.-Editor
If you promise not to tell anyone, we

Are you putting us on? I'm referring
to the photo in your SeptemberOctober issue where the young lady
is closing one eye to check the alignment of the Touchscreen
:":".,-. .~_~_ ..•__.... raster. We've certainly
come a long way from
the garage production
line that Dave and Bill
pioneered. I wonder if
they calibrated their
oscillators by wetting
their fingers and touch-
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ing the coils? ...How can we keep
copies of this magazine from falling
into the hands of our customers?
A. REENIGNE
Boise, Idaho
January-February 1985

do have equipment to automatically
check the raster. The only trouble is
that the machine is three times slower and a lot less efficient than Ellen.
But [we're] working hard on improving automation in that area.
WES STELTER
Sunnyvale, California

The JulyAugust 1985
issue of
MEASURE
ran a story
aboutHP
in South
Africa called
"Worlds
Apart: The
HPway
in South
Africa. " It drew a huge reader
response in the September-October
1985 issue.

Covering South Africa
As a freelance journalist I visited
South Mrica in 1979. What I saw
there convinced me that South Mrica
is a modem version of a slave state.

No amount of charity can justify
HP's investment in this country...HP
should get out.
MEGAN ADAMS
Cupenino,CaliforrUa
I was...pleased to read of HP's plans
to carry on in South Africa....All too
often people protest an undesirable
situation by pulling out. But this is
the coward's approach; it's easier to
withdraw in protest than to remain
and fight for change.
DON BRAUN
Loveland, Colorado
Yesterday on the 6 o'clock news I sat
and watched a South African police
officer ram his truck into a crowd
of innocent people. During tonight's
news, I watched armed South African
soldiers charge into a group of unarmed
students who were protesting
apartheid.
Then I picked up MEASURE.
Inside were pictures of smiling and
obviously happy black South Africans. What is a person to believe?
(TV newsman) Dan Rather? Or the
white-washed portrait presented in
MEASURE?
DEBORAH SANDERSON
Cupenino,CaliforrUa
...We must consider more than profits. The HP Way should mean more
than helping only HP employees. It
should also take into account how
we are affecting the people where we
do business. That is why we should
pull out of South Africa if apartheid
has not significantly changed within
two years.
MICHAEL SMITH
Palo Alto, CaliforrUa

This is a warm thank you from South
Africa for the time, editorial space
and thought you gave us. I sincerely
hope your article will create a greater
awareness of the situation here.
IRMA LIGHTFOOT
Johannesburg, South Africa

more ideas,
the greater
the possibilities. Please continue to
stimulate debate on our vision for HP
in the 1990s through MEASURE.
JONAYLOR
Sydney, Australia
March-April 1990

The joy of printing

Critical praise

Mr. David Packard: It has been a long
while. I write out of a burst of utter,
irrepressible enthusiasm having just
bought one of your HP LaserJets. I
mean, it is the most beautiful work
from the hands of man since the
wheel. You should be very proud. I
am. Bless you.
WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR.
New York, New York
January-February 1986

I was on the verge of writing you
another critical letter. You know the
type: "Everything
is too technical.
...Articles are not
interesting...plus, the
grammar is lousy."
But then I did
something I had
never done before.
I made an effort to
read through each
and every article in the magazine.
Then, while reading the Your Turn
section, it hit me: We here at HP are a
unique and diverse group of individuals, and as such, MEASURE has a
staggering job in trying to please
everyone. This, needless to say, is
impossible! I was a good example
of this.
Therefore, since the number of
"thumbs-down" letters are surprisingly low despite the diverse population the magazine serves, I must
commend MEASURE for an outstanding job. This critic at least gives
you a four-star rating, and I am sure
our partners allover the world would
do the same.
PAUL PUTNAM
Rohnert Park, CaliforrUa
July-August 1993

Fish and chips
In the "ExtraMEASURE" section of
the last magazine, you point out that
it would be difficult to read a barcoded fish unless that fish could
swim through
a slot. What if
the fish were a
barracuda?
RONKEIL
Corvallis,
Oregon
March-April
1986

Here's to
openness
How many other companies would
publish a letter from an employee
(admittedly retired) opposing their
CEO's vision of the future?
That's what makes HP a leader,
not a follower, in our industry....The
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Your last turn

The September-October 1995
MEASURE ran "Making our voices
heard, " a story about black, gay,
-"="'I~ lesbian and other
employee network
groups that started a
long debate in Your
Turn about diversity.
...What offended me
was the amount of
space given to the
Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Employee
Network groups. I'm
all for treating every employee with
respect, but let's be careful to distinguish between legitimate diverse
groups and immoral lifestyles.
BOB VAUGHAN
Roseville, California
November-December 1995
.. .1 am pleased HP gives encouragement to these diverse groups but dismayed that the environment in HP
still makes them necessary.... If something about a person's lifestyle or
appearance makes you nervous, then
it's time to check your prejudices at
the door; don't bring them into the
workplace.
STEVE KENDALL
Camas, Washington
November-December 1995
...1 am encouraged that Lew (Platt)
has spoken about the importance of
diversity, but it is time for HP to start
practicing what Lew preaches. In
today's fiercely competitive environment, we cannot afford to exclude
the contributions of talented individuals who might somehow not completely conform to HP's old-fashioned
employee paradigm.
HAROLD MOSS
Cupertino, California
January-February 1996
54

...Like many other gays and lesbians
in the workplace, I've chosen HP as
my employer after careful considerations. After 12 years of management
-seven at HP-I shudder to think of
what my career would be like if my
management believed me to be
"immoral."
STEVE LEECH
Cupertino, California
January-February 1996

Globally challenged
At times we thought, perhaps we
should quit mentioning the United
Kingdom altogether. .. but now, by
George, we think we've got it!
...Thank you for the 50th anniversary
issue. Would it not be appropriate,
however, for the staff to acquire a
somewhat better geographical knowledge...and not mention Scotland and
Great Britain as two countries?
JAPPVEGTER
The Netherlands
May-June 1989
The caption read:
"The dozen
European Community countries
(including Ireland,
Scotland and
Great Britain,
which comprise
the United
Kingdom) span a
tremendous economic market."
...The map...contains several inaccuracies. The territory shown as "Great
Britain" can, in fact, only lay claim to
being England plus Wales. Scotland is
not some appendage just to the north;
it is very much a part of Great Britain.
And by the way, Ireland is not part of
the UK and Switzerland is not part of
the EC.
ROB PEARSON
South Queensferry, Scotland
July-August 1990
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...There was a mistranslation in the
January-February 1992 article called
"Culturally Speaking"...the question,
"Eres flojo" was translated "Are you
ugly?" The correct translation should
have been "Are you lazy?" since flojo
means "lazy, loose" in Spanish and
feo means "ugly."
ELISA ESKENAZI
Los Angeles, California
March-April 1992
Regarding your story about John
Major in the May-June 1992 MEASURE, there has been no such position as the king or queen of England
since 1603. Similarly, there has been
no such person as the prime minister
of England since 1707.
They are the king/queen/prime
minister of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
WILFWRIGHT
South Queensferry, Scotland
July-August 1992
...1 was delighted to see an article in

MEASURE about global cultures.
You did make one large mistake
with regard to the Japanese
culture.
The drawing of the rice bowl
and chopsticks on pages 13 and
31 is a serious offense. Chopsticks are not to be stuck into
food or left sticking into foodespecially in rice bowls. This is only
done at funeral (memorial) ceremonies.
KEN LODGE
Tokyo,Japan
May-June 1995
I hate to pick nits, but the NovemberDecember (1997) MEASURE contains
a couple of whoppers.
First, the photograph on the back
cover certainly is unique, but mostly
because the negative was reversed.

Half Dome should be on the right in
this view.
Second, in the shaded box on page
12, the copy states, "Ushuaia, capital
of Tierra del Fuego province, is the
farthest point south in the world."
Strangely my globe has an entire
continent, Antarctica, well south
ofUshuaia.
DAVID FISHER
Palo Alto, California
January-February 1997

Photos some of you
really hated

commitment to others outside of
work. ...In this case, you chose to display one division's publicity stunt, a
poor representation of the HP Way.
MEASURE has an obligation to represent the best HP can offer and to
show that HP really is different.
DAVE STOFT
Spokane, Washington
January-February 1987
The cover of the July-August 1995
MEASURE
looked...like

Game Hunters
Digest. .. .I was

HP Roseville's Rebecca Gidding was
featured in the national Muscle and
Fitness magazine after eight years
of weight lifting. (Warrior &ji(r~
womanfrom
SeptemberOctober '85,
page20)
.. .I do not
wish to discourage her
ambitions
as a body
builder, but her appearance as
Conan's protegee in the employee
magazine of a "progressive" company
is ludicrous, offensive and a sad, sad
reminder of how little progress has
been made.
WILLIAM SEAMAN

offended
...and frankly, it
wasn't much
fun explaining
to my child why
mommy's work
magazine that
comes in the mail had a scary picture
of a dead animal on the cover.
TERRY CLARK
Cupertino, California
September-October 1995
Just fmished reading my MEASURE
[November-December 1995]. Great
article on safety in the workplace.
Very informative.
But that cover! It was worthy of
the National Enquirer. I expect more
sophistication from MEASURE.
DAVE MONTGOMERY
Cupertino,California
January-February 1996

Vancouver l""'~~"~"'!!1

Stanford Park Division managers
Mike Cuevas, Marc Saunders and
Bill Moore dressed up as street fighters to talk to employees about the
competitive edge. (Stanford Park
warriors, November-December '86,
page 12.)
.. MEASURE should be a reflection
of the HP Way of community involvement and of employee's personal

A lack of
integrity?
I should first say
I've been usually
very pleased with
MEASURE magazine, its content,
style, choice of

articles, etc. But the March-April 2000
issue had a disappointing surprise. The
story behind the "Parting Shot" was
unsettling. Did anybody realize that
the photographer (HP employee Randy
Azarlan) only obtained this photo
from dishonesty and telling a lie?!
"The guard drew the line after
the single woman standing in front
of me. Then the guard looked at
me and asked 'Are you with her?'
Quickly, even though I didn't know
her, I said, 'Yes.' "
How much integrity (or lack
thereof) are we willing to compromise? Printing the photo after it was
obtained from dishonest means was
bad enough-and it should not have
been printed by anything tied to HP.
But printing the story and thereby
condoning the behavior is even worse.
Don't you think it would be a good
idea to be a little more scrutinizing
and maintain our integrity and HP
values?
DAVID BRASWELL
Fort Collins, Colorado

Please contact us
Do you have comments about this final,
commemorative edition of MEASURE?
Please drop us a note, send an e-mail message or fill out and return the survey card on
the inside back cover ofthis issue. You could
win a MEASURE T-shirt.
Send your comments to Editor Jay Coleman.
The address and fax number are on page 3.
Please limit your letter to 150 words, sign
your name and give your location. We
reserve the right to edit letters.
In July, HP employees will begin receiving invent magazine, a new publication that
replaces MEASURE. Agilent Technologies is
formulating its new publication; for more
information, contact Ron Fuchs in Agilent's
Communications department.
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ORPORATE

BJECTIVES

Thetest

of time
Since 1957, HP's seven
Corporate Objectives have
been guiding principles for
how the company conducts
its business. The objectives
have been updated from
time to time but have
remained true to the ideals
that Bill Hewlett and Dave
Packard established from
the start.
Here, edited slightly for
space, are the objectives:
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Profit
To achieve sufficient pmfit to
finance OUT company growth and
to pmvide the TesouTces we need
to achieve our other cm]Jorate
objectives.
The profit we generate from our
operations is the ultimate source of
the funds we need to prosper and
grow. We measure our profitability
not just as a return on sales but,
increasingly important, as a return
on the value of assets needed to produce our profits.
These profitability measures,
which will vary among our individual
businesses, are absolutely essential
indicators of our corporate performance over the long term. Only if we
continue to meet our profit objectives
can we achieve our other corporate
objectives.
Our long-standing policy has been
to reinvest most of our profits and to
depend on this reinvestment, plus
funds from employee stock purchases
and other cash-flow items, to finance
our growth. Effective asset management is essential to our ability to
self-fund our growth. We will use
debt from time to time as part of a
prudent currency and tax-management
program or to provide a source of
financing for customers who prefer to
lease (rather than buy) our products,
but not as a basic instrument for
financing growth.
Meeting our profit objective requires
that each and every HP product and
service is considered a good value
by our customers, yet is priced to
include an adequate profit. Maintaining this competitiveness in the marketplace also requires that we focus
on businesses where we can make a
contribution and that we perform our
research and development, manufac-
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turing, marketing, support and administrative functions as economically
as possible.
Profit is not something that can be
put off until tomorrow; it must be
achieved today. It means that myriad
jobs be done correctly and efficiently.
The day-to-day performance of each
individual adds to-or subtracts from
-our profit. Profit is the responsibility of all.

Customers
To pmvide products and services of
the highest quality and the greatest
possible value to our customers,
thereby gaining and holding theiT
Tespect and loyalty.
HP's view of its relationships with
customers has been shaped by two
basic beliefs. First, we believe the
reason HP exists is to satisfy real
customer needs. Second, we believe
those needs can be fully satisfied only
with the active participation and dedication of everyone in the company.
We must listen attentively to oll:' customers to understand and respond to
their current needs and to anticipate
their future needs.
The essence of customer satisfaction is a commitment to quality, a
commitment that extends into every
phase of our operations. Products
must be designed to provide superior
performance and long, safe, troublefree service. We must work closely
with suppliers to ensure that we
receive high-quality materials, components and subassemblies at reasonable prices and with assurance of
supply. Once in production, our
products must be manufactured at a
competitive cost and with superior
workmanship. It's important that we
choose our suppliers and production
partners carefully to ensure they

share our commitment to quality,
safety and environmental protection.
Careful attention to quality not
only enables us to meet or exceed
customer expectations, but it also has
a direct and substantial effect on our
operating costs and profitability.
Doing ajob properly the first time,
and doing it consistently, allows us
to employ fewer assets, reduces our
costs, and contributes significantly to
higher productivity and profits. This
applies to every aspect of our business, from research and development
to order fulfillment and support. Each
of us must strive for quality and efficiency in everything we do.
Providing innovative, reliable products and services is a key element in
satisfying customer needs, but there
are other important elements as
well. HP offers many different products and services to a broad set
of customers.
It is imperative that the products
and services recommended to a specific customer are those that will best
fulfIll the customer's overall, longterm needs. This requires that our
field-sales and support people and
our extensive network of dealers,
resellers and other channel partners
work closely with customers to determine the most appropriate, effective
solutions to their needs. It requires,
as well, that our products be readily
available through our customers' preferred source, be easy to order and
configure, and be supported with
prompt, efficient services that will
optimize their usefulness.
When problems arise, we must
respond in a way that demonstrates
ownership and a desire to resolve
matters quickly and effectively,
thereby enhancing customer loyalty
and trust.

Fields of Interest
To participate in tho e fields of
interest that build upon our technologies, competencies and customer
interests, that offer oppm'tunities fm'
continuing growth, and that enable
us to make a needed and profitable
contribution.
Our company's growth has been
generated by a strong commitment
to research and development in electronics and computer technology.
That growth has been accomplished
by providing a rapid flow of new
products and services to markets we
already serve, and by expanding into
new areas that build upon our existing technologies, competencies and
customer interests. In addition, we've
actively pursued emerging opportunities in related fields that our company
is well-positioned to serve.
Our first products were electronic
measuring instruments used primarily
by engineers and scientists. In time,
we extended our range of measurement expertise to serve the areas
of medicine and chemical analysis.
Recognizing our customers' needs
to gather and use large quantities of
measurement data, we developed a
small family of computers which later
evolved into a broad line of computer
and computer-based products, including associated software, peripherals,
support and services.
Today, HP is one of the world's
foremost suppliers of measurement,
computation and communication
products and services. Our product
offerings range from consumer products for home offices, small businesses and on-the-go professionals to
precision instruments and extremely
powerful computer systems for the
most advanced applications.

Service and support offerings also
cover a broad spectrum, from worldclass hardware maintenance and support to professional services, such as
consulting and outsourcing.
We continue to invest heavily
in research and development to
strengthen our capabilities in measurement, computation and communication. Further, we've learned that
combining and effectively applying
our expertise in these three areas creates major new opportunities, both in
our traditional markets as well as in
important new fields, such as electronic commerce.
HP's basic purpose is to accelerate
the advancement of knowledge and
fundamentally improve the effectiveness of individuals and organizations.
We provide products and services
that help customers acquire, display,
analyze, communicate, store and
manage information. Customers'
information needs may require a solution where HP must work in partnership with other companies to meet
those needs. For that reason, our
design goal is to provide highly
functional, interactive hardware
and software that can be integrated
easily by Hp, customers and other
organizations.
Within its broad fields of interest,
HP has ample opportunities to pursue
a variety of businesses. In evaluating
those opportunities, we favor those
that link to or complement our existing technology and customer base or
that build on an established competency (such as a strong presence in a
key distribution channel).
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Corporate Objectives

Growth

Our People

To let our growth be limited only by
our profits and our ability to develop
and produce innovative products
that satisfy real customer needs.
HP does not believe that large size
is important for its own sake; however, for at least two basic reasons,
continuous growth in sales and profits is essential for us to create shareholder value and achieve our other
objectives.
We serve a dynamic and rapidly
growing segment of our technological
society. To remain static would be to
lose ground. We cannot maintain a
position of strength and leadership in
our fields without sustained and profitable growth.
Growth is also important in order
to attract and retain high-caliber people. These individuals will align their
future only with a company that offers
them considerable opportunity for
personal progress. Opportunities are
greater and more challenging in a
growing company.
Increasing global competition and
worldwide demand for technology
products require that we establish
ourselves successfully in every comer
of the world. To compete effectively
we must be close to our customers.
We must also capitalize on our size
and global presence to realize important economies of scale and to make
best use of the broad array of skills
and resources available to us.

To help HP people share in the company's success which they make possible; to provide them employment
security based on performance; to
create with them an injury-free,
pleasant and inclusive work environment that values their diversity
and recognizes individual contributions; and to help them gain a sense
of satisfaction and accomplishment
from their work.
We are proud of the people we
have in our organization, their performance, and their attitude toward one
another, their jobs and the company.
The company has been built around
the individual, the personal dignity of
each and the recognition of personal
contributions.
Relationships within the company
depend upon a spirit of cooperation
among individuals and groups, a commitment to teamwork, and an attitude
of trust and understanding on the
part of managers toward their people.
These relationships will be good only
if employees have faith in the motives
and integrity of their peers, managers
and the company itself.
On occasion, situations will arise
where people have personal problems
which temporarily affect their performance, and it is important that people
in such circumstances be treated with
understanding while the problems are
being resolved.
HP selects and manages its businesses with a goal of providing longterm employment for its people and
opportunities for personal growth
and development. In return, HP people are expected to meet certain
standards of performance on the job,
to adjust to changes in assignments,
schedules and the work environment
when necessary, and to be willing to
learn new skills and to apply them
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where most critically needed. This
flexibility is particularly important in
our industry where rapid technological change and intensifying worldwide competition compel us all to
continually seek better ways to do
our jobs.
Another objective of HP's personnel policies is to enable HP people to
share in the company's success. This
is reflected in a total compensation
package, including pay and benefits,
that places us among the leaders in
our industry.
HP also places a high value on creating an inclusive environment that
benefits from diversity at all levels,
values individual differences and
enables all HP people to develop and
contribute to their full potential. HP
actively supports or creates outreach
programs that enrich the pool of
diverse candidates available for hiring
and promotion. By tapping the talents
and ideas in such a diverse work
force, the company can expand its
base of knowledge, skills and understanding, become more responsive to
customers' needs and strengthen our
global competitiveness.
Advancement from within is based
solely upon individual initiative, ability
and demonstrated accomplishment.
Since we promote from within whenever possible, managers at all levels
must concern themselves with the
proper development of their people.
HP managers should anticipate
customer and business trends, consider the impact on knowledge and
skills needed in the future, and communicate these requirements to their
employees in a timely way. They also
should give them ample opportunity
-through challenging work assignments and continuing programs of
training and education-to broaden
their capabilities and prepare themselves for more responsible jobs.

Management
To foster initiative and creativity
by allowing the individual great
freedom of action in attaining welldefined objectives.
In discussing HP operating policies, we often refer to the concept of
"management by objective." By this
we mean that, insofar as possible,
each individual at each level in the
organization should make his or her
own plans to achieve company objectives and goals. After receiving managerial approval, each individual
should be given a wide degree of freedom to work within the limitations
imposed by these plans, and by our
general corporate policies.
Finally, each person's performance
should be judged on the basis of how
well these individually established
goals have been achieved.
The successful practice of "management by objective" is a two-way
street. Management must be sure
that each individual understands the
immediate objectives, as well as corporate goals and policies, and has the
necessary training and tools to be
successful. Thus a primary HP management responsibility is communication, coaching, constructive feedback
and mutual understanding.
For their part, employees must
take sufficient interest in their work
to want to plan it, to propose new
solutions to old problems, to take
reasonable risks and exercise sound
judgment in the performance of their
jobs. "Management by objective," as
opposed to management by directive,
offers opportunity for individual freedom and contribution; it also imposes
an obligation for everyone to exercise
initiative and enthusiasm.
In this atmosphere it is important
to recognize that cooperation between

individuals and coordinated efforts
among operating units often are
essential to our growth and success.
Individual businesses must continuously seek the appropriate balance
between focusing on their own needs
and objectives and contributing to or
drawing from the strength, size and
reputation of the company as a whole.
Our businesses are independent in
many respects, but they're also part
of a single company whose strength
is derived from mutually helpful relationships among units that are closely
linked through common technologies,
customers, values, goals and objectives.
The dynamic nature of our business places an important responsibility
on managers to create an environment
that embraces change and helps
employees manage the increasing
demands of work with their other life
activities. This requires a high degree
of flexibility and a willingness to consider nontraditional approaches to
getting the job done.
At the same time, it is important
for everyone to recognize there
are some policies which must be
established and maintained on a
companywide basis. We welcome
recommendations on these companywide policies from all levels, but we
expect adherence to them at all times.

Citizenship
To honor our obligations to society
by being an economic, intellectual
and social asset to each nation and
each community in which we operate.
All of us should strive to improve
the world in which we live. As a corporation operating in many different
communities throughout the world,
we must make sure that each of these
communities is better for our presence. This means identifying our
interests with those of the commun-

ity; it means applying the highest
standards of honesty and integrity to
all our relationships with individuals
and groups; it means creating desirable jobs and generating exports and
tax revenues; it means building attractive plants and offices of which the
community can be proud; it means
designing and providing products
and services that are safe to use
and can be manufactured, operated
and disposed of in an environmentally responsible manner; it means
contributing talent, time and
financial support to worthwhile
community projects.
Each community has its particular
set of social problems. As citizens of
the community, HP people can and
should do whatever they reasonably
can to improve it-either working as
individuals or through such groups as
charitable, educational, civic or religious institutions.
In a broader sense, HP's "community" also includes a number of business and professional organizations
whose interests are closely identified
with those of the company and its
individual employees. These, too, are
deserving of our support and participation. In all cases, managers should
encourage HP people to fulfill their
personal goals and aspirations in the
community as well as attain their
individual objectives within HP.
At a national and international
level, it is essential that the company
be a good corporate citizen of each
country in which it operates. This
means looking for creative ways to
apply technology to societal problems
and contributing HP products and
support to philanthropic programs
that address immediate or long-term
societal needs. M
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LETTER FROM NED BARNHOLT

Agilent Technologies'
president and CEO discusses
how HP's legacy will help
Agilent make dreams real.

or all of us in Agilent
Technologies, our HP
past is a powerful influence on who we are today.
I joined HP as a young
R&D engineer in 1966, about the time
that HP was moving aggressively to
diversify into new lines of business.
A few years earlier, it had acquired
Sanborn and entered the medical
business. In '65, it was beginning in
analytical instrumentation with
another acquisition. HP Labs was
formed that year, too. And in '66, HP
introduced its first computer, designed
as a controller for our test and measurement instruments.
In the mid-to-Iate 1960s, our
revenues were increasing about
20 percent a year on average. It was
a time of tremendous growth and
vitality, and I was excited to be a
part of it.
Fast-forward 34 years to 2000.
While a lot has changed, it is amazing to me how we are, in some ways,
"back to the future." In the last year,
Agilent has made no fewer than eight
acquisitions to strengthen our product lines and fill technology gaps. We
are expanding Agilent Labs into the
United Kingdom. And while in 1966
HP was creating computers to work
with instruments, today we are HP's
primary supplier of specialized integrated circuits for products like HP
DeskJet printers.

Agilent net revenues in the last
three quarters have averaged 20 percent growth.
How can we sustain this growth
and the enthusiasm and excitement
that drives it?
It's useful to remind ourselves that
the objective of the realignment was
not to split the company. It really was
to create two new companies and to
capture the value of the two parts. To
do this, Agilent has to be a different
organization from what we were as a
part of HP. Similarly, HP is working to
reinvent this company as it refocuses
on its remaining businesses.
Agilent today is, in many ways, not
unlike what HP was when I joined it
in the 1960s-an innovative growth
company that leads in its fields of
interest. Back then, Bill and Dave
didn't use the
words "growth
Our attitude,
company," but a
glance through
our culture,
the issues of
our processes
MEASURE from
that period affIrms and systems
that they were
all must be
actively managing
geared toward
HP's diversificaperformance.
tion and development. They were
entrepreneurial and pushed the company into new parts of the world. At
the same time, they continued to build
on the company's strong technology
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In a video shown on Agilent's Day One-November 1, 1999-Ned Barnholt invited Agilent
people around the world to " ...see what this baby can do!" as he donned his blue sun. glasses and drove off in a Ferrari.
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base in order to grow into new markets,
such as computers and, later, printers.
Today, in this new millennium,
communications is king. Over the
Internet, over networks, via mobile
telephones, across the globe. Voice.
Data. Images. This is one of the most
exciting markets for the next 20
years. It's Agilent's top market.
Our other exceptional opportunity
is in life sciences. There is a revolution under way in the field of genomics
that is driving giant leaps in drug discovery and development. It promises
to fundamentally change the pharmaceutical industry and, ultimately, the
healthcare industry.
The pace of innovation and change
is faster than any of us could have
imagined even 10 years ago.
What does it take to be a growth
company and to compete successfully
in the new century?
Our attitude, our culture, our
processes and systems all must be
geared toward performance.
Growth companies operate at a
very different speed from that which
we have been used to. They have a
bias for action. They make what I call
"80-percent decisions." They gather
enough data and input to be 80 percent sure of their decision, then they
move ahead. We, too, do not have to
make perfect decisions every time.
If we are agile, we can quickly make
course corrections.

Growth companies focus on a few
high-impact, breakthrough goals.
They are focused on customers, in
fact, they're passionate about their
customers. They don't take "no" for
an answer. They
play to win.
We have a
They figure
out how to get
tremendous
things done.
opportunity to
Growth combuild a great
panies are concerned with
company for
results, not with
the next 60
completing tasks.
They drive to cre- years .. .
ate shareholder
value, in other words, to see their
stock price rise. This is one of our
most important measures. Growth
companies recognize and reward top
performers.
Growth companies manage for
their growth. They make conscious
investments in areas with high
potential. They take risks, have the
courage to challenge the status quo
and try new ideas. They draw on
profits from established product
lines to fund new investments. They
maintain a strong technology foundation on which to build for the future.
Many, including Agilent, have a diversified portfolio of businesses and
technologies that offer a better
chance of sustaining growth over
the long term.

As Agilent looks ahead, we can
hark back to our past and know that
we are continuing the strong tradition that Bill and Dave established.
Innovation and contribution. Trust,
respect and teamwork. Uncompromising integrity. But also speed, focus
and accountability.
My personal goal is that Agilent be
widely recognized as one of the great
success stories of this new millennium. We have a tremendous opportunity to build a great company for the
next 60 years, just as we have been
for the past 60 years. Working together, we can make dreams real.
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LETTER FROM CARLY FIORINA

HP's president and CEO
discusses the company's
rich heritage and its
outstanding future.
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efore joining HP in July
1999, Ispentseverill
months studying the
company-a company
that I have admired for
years. I read Dave Packard's book,
"The HP Way," and I thought I knew
quite a bit about Hewlett-Packard.
But getting a sneak preview of the
stories in this speciill edition of
MEASURE gave me a deeper appreciation for HP's history.
This company has a treasure chest
of riches: a richness in the culture
that Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard
began establishing more than 60 years
ago; a richness in our inventiveness;
and a richness in the spirit and Wents
of our people. Sometimes I think that
people inside HP take these riches for
granted-that those of us who are
relatively new to HP can see them
more easily.
For example, I was struck by what
Dave Packard said in 1943 when
WATT'S CURRENT-the forerunner
to MEASURE-was launched. Dave
told the newsletter editor, "You are
free to use it in whatever way you
wish. Do not hesitate to criticize anything you feel is wrong." This sense
of honest communication and trust in
our people has been an HP hilllmark
for more than six decades.
As someone whose undergraduate
degree is in history, I appreciate the
villue of HP's storied past. In their
modest, unassuming ways, Bill and
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Dave created a great company. In
fact, that's what today's reinvention
of HP is all about-retaining the best
of HP's history and reinventing the
rest to ensure that HP reaches its
full potentiill.
This is an historic moment in
our history as Agilent Technologies
establishes itself as its own company.
Throughout this issue of MEASURE,
you can see the contributions of
HP's test-and-measurement business.
These accomplishments will be part
of the company's history forever. We
wish Agilent CEO Ned Barnholt and
his team great success in their new
venture.
The Agilent spin-off truly marks an
ending and a beginning for us. It's the
end of HP as we knew it, but the start
of an exciting new chapter in our story.

In downtown Buenos Aires, Argentina, members of HP's Latin American management
team from Argentina enjoy lunchtime with Carly. (From left) Ricardo Rodriguez,
Enterprise Computing Sales Organization manager; Hugo Strachan, GM and South
CONE (Argentina, Bolivia, Uruguay and Chile) ECSO GM; Analia Remedi, Commercial
Customer Organization GM; Carly Fiorina, HP president and CEO; Jose DiFabrizio,
Customer Services and Support Group manager; Horacio Sanguinetti, Financial
Operations Division manager; and Airton Gimenes, G.M., Enterprise and Commercial
Business organization, Latin America and Caribbean region.

What do I see in the future for this
great company? Five things:
• a customer-focused organization
that fully understands the total customer experience and insists on
extraordinary efforts to satisfy their
needs at each step;
• a technology powerhouse that
delivers superior solutions;
• an organization that thinks and
acts as one company, rather than a
collection of tribes;
• a market leader and a market
maker whose fmancial performance
is consistently excellent;
• and a company that combines a
winning spirit with a shining soul; a
company that will be known as much
for our strength of character as our
strength of performance; a company
that will do good and do well.

page of invent, the new publication
that begins in July. Invent is a word
to work by and a word to live by. I'm
confident that invent magazine will
live up to the promise of that word.
In his understated manner, Dave
What will it take to get there?
Packard told participants at a 1947
I believe that many of the
• • • • • • • • trade show in New York,
building blocks for unparal"HP's future appears very
promising." Today, given the
leled success already are in No company
place. We have 61 years of
in the world
richness of our history and
invention as a foundation.
can beat us
the prospects of a great
We have a set of behaviors
future, I'll make a bolder
-the Rules of the Garage- if we commit
statement: No company in
to guide us. We have a
ourselves to
the world can beat us if we
unique business advantage
HP's success. commit ourselves to HP's
at the intersection of
success. I feel that in my
e-services, information appliances
head and in my heart.
and infrastructure. And we have a
Together, we will write a new
team of 86,000 employees that underchapter in HP's history.
stands that the reinvention of HP is
more than something we should do,
it's something we must do.
This final edition of MEASURE is a
fitting tribute to the past. MEASURE
has been a valuable tool for keeping
HP people connected for 37 years.
But the reinvention of HP means
making the good even better. I think
HP employees will see this on every
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RANDING

The
evolution
of aworIdrenowned
•
Icon

1941
The first visual image made
its debut. It encased the
customized lowercase italic
"hp" within a circle. By this time, with
growing sales and workforce, the
young company had moved from "the
garage" to a small building nearby.

~

1946

The company logo was simplified for legibility and ease
of engraving on products. Its
basic elements remained for the
next 21 years. During this period, HP
broadened its product lines and saw
substantial growth in new markets,
including medical electronics.

ment of calculators. HP built new
facilities all over the world and introduced leading electronic, medical and
analytical instrumentation products.

1979

The logo's redesign took on a wider
shape that coincided with HP's product design. The stacked names on the
right used a unique typeface known
as HP Gothic, while
HEWLETT
the lowercase italic
"hp" in an open cir- ':1::. PACKARC
cle preserved the
original design spirit. This design
remained until 1999.

F,,;'

1999
The history of HewlettAs
the company split, Agilent
Packard's logo is almost as
Technologies created its own logo
1967
old as the company itself.
that represents innovation, renewal
HP's
physical expansion paralleled
and creativity. The Agilent logo
In 1939, Bill Hewlett and
the company's product diversification. includes the Agilent Spark of Insight
Dave Packard decided the In 1967, shortly after the introduction -said to illustrate a moment of
company's name-and
invention and the spreading ripples
that emanate
order of names-with aflip HEWLETT
PACKARD
from that dis.. ':"::~:'.. Agilent Technologie
of a coin. Two years later,
covery. It also
of the first HP computer, the comthe first HP logo was
features the
pany
logo was redesigned to look
heri;tage line, "Innovating the HP
introduced.

ij

••e;....

By Desiree Sylvester

more contemporary and to reflect
the new direction of the company. HP
retained the lowercase italic "hp" in
a circle, however.

1968
Since the logo did not

~omplement

IFhflll

visually
the
linear (Wider versus
~~
taller) design of many HP
products, modified logos for products
only were developed. This included a
square-cornered rectangle with a rule
around it that encased that lowercase
italic "hp." The redesign endured
more than 10 years-during a period
that witnessed a boom in the develop-

Way," under the typeset Agilent
Technologies.
The HP logo, like the company, has
evolved over time. Its latest redesign
launched in this year-inspired by
new CEO Carly Fiorina-illustrates
the company's inventive spirit and
reflects the new HP. HP retained the
lowercase italic "hp" in an open circle
encased in a solid rounded-comer
rectangle with a shadow. The word
"invent" sits underneath this in lowercase letters.

invent
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Innovating the HP Way

THANKS

For a communication investment of
approximately U.S. $6 per employee
per year, MEASURE magazine has
kept us informed about many important company activities and the people who make this company work.
It is clear that print is a viable mix
in the process of saying and showing
what's going on around the globe
while keeping our culture connected.
With this last issue of MEASURE,
it is appropriate to give special thanks
to the people who have mastered the
art and science of producing it for
the employees of the Hewlett-Packard
Company.
Producing MEASURE has not
been a trivial task.
We acknowledge contributing
writers, photographers and illustrators
in each issue so you know who they
are outright. Here are some regulars
who you might not be aware of:
• HP's/Agilent's Archives staff of
Karen Lewis, Carol Parcels and
Margaret Dawson for keeping and
retrieving history;
• HP's Jenny Gispen-Schultz,
Paul Araquistain and Lenore
Zenger and freelance editors Pat
Tompkins and Mary Danehower
for proofreading;
• HP's Nomer Benitez and Kirk
Johnson for helping the Literature
Distribution Center ship the magazine
worldwide;
• HP's Betty Sox for database list
handling;
• HP's Mario Perez for keeping
the PC operating at max cycles;
• lIP's PC division for the HP
office workstations and laptops;
• lIP's imaging division for cool
digital cameras;
• lIP's network division for their
printers: the LaserJet 8500 and the
LaserJet 5Si;
• HP's building 20 lobby A personnel: Andre Obertreiber and

Marilyn Butler for their swift and
accurate support;
• Teshin Associates' Mary Austin
for electronic editing assistance;
• Lisa Papel from Assignment
Photography International for the
global network of journalistic
photographers;
• Hali Orantes for converting fIle
formats;
• Roland Barcos (and Paul Ward,
retired, emeritus) representing Graphic
Arts Center (GAC);
• TIm Strother, production plannerat GAC;
• Mark Caffey for keeping the
color calibrated;
• All shifts of the prepress foremen
at GAC: Mike Hull, Bob Gordon,
Dan Tortarolo and Ted Fones;
• Glenn Padgett for managing the
GAC pressroom;
• Mike Grigsby for managing the
GAC digital pre-flight operations;
• Keith Larsen, president; Dave
Webber, v.P. of operations, and
Lynn McAndrew, director of production, for bringing the GAC digital
workflow in-plant;
• Tom Clausen for managing the
GAC bindery operations;
• Jackie Tatum for handling the
mail production planning and working well with the U.S. Post Office;
• The rest of the GAC staff for
their quality help;
• And a host of other companies
who make the production hardware
and software we use: Adaptec,
Adobe Systems, APC, Apple
Computer, ArcSoft, Epson,
Extensis, Fractal Design, Global
Village, Iomega, LaCie, Microsoft,
MetaCreations, Nikon, Norton,
Quark, Raster Ops, Symantec and
Wacom.
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HistoricallY,many people have helped
MEASURE stay in print.
• Editorial director: Dave Kirby
• Editors: William Bigler, Merle
Mass, Gordon Brown, Brad
Whitworth, Jean Burke Hoppe;
• Managing editor: Carlos Vidal
Greth;
• Associate editors: Les Carpenter,
Dennis Cresswell, Terri Ocegueda,
Betty Gerard, Joanne Engelhardt,
Rhea Feldman, Donna Jones,
Cornelia Bayley, Mary Anne
Easley, Joan Tharp;
• Contributing writerlWeb liaison:
Lila Kakuk;
• hpNOW intranet liaison:
Vicki Russell;
• Circulation/editorial assistant:
Tena Lessor, Grace Razo,
Muoi Tran;
• Art director: Tom Martin,
Don Letta, Annette Yatovitz;
• Graphic designer: Thomas J.
Brown;
• Graphics assistant: Teri
McPheeters, Sue M. Perez;
• Photo research: Carol Parcels;
• Production assistant: Byrd Beh;
• Correspondence assistance:
Joan Gruenebaum;
• Circulation: Kathleen Gogarty,
Kris Larson, Karen Flansaas St.
Clair, Kathleen Miller, Tricia Neal
Chan, Susan Canora;
• Intern: Nancy Fong and Julie
Ratner.

The tail of a tale
They met in college and
became lifelong friends.
Sure, they wanted to make
money, but their real motivation was to make a
contribution.
In retrospect, Bill Hewlett
(left, above, in a 1945 photo)
and Dave Packard were
two of the most remarkable
men of the 20th century.
Remember the movie
"It's a Wonderful Life"?
George Bailey, the Jimmy
Stewart character, gets
to see what the town of
Bedford Falls would have
been like had he never
been born.

Now, imagine that
there never was a HewlettPackard Company:
• When would other
companies have started
progressive employee
programs such as flexible
work time, long-term disability and cash profitsharing?
• Would other companies
have opened their doors
and shared their expertise
as generously as Bill and
Dave did?
• Would there be ink-jet
printing, portable atomic
clocks and other technologies that have emerged
from HP Labs?

• Without HP and the
value of its stock, would
there be billions of dollars
in funding from humanitarian foundations such as the
David and Lucile Packard
Foundation, the William
and Flora Hewlett Foundation and others?
• No Packard Foundation
would mean there would be
no life-saving Lucile Salter
Packard Children's Hospital
at Stanford University.
• Without Packard Foundation funding and the
strong interest of Dave and
his daughter, Julie, there
wouldn't be a Monterey
Bay Aquarium-one of the
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top tourist attractions in
Northern California and a
fine research facility.
The list goes on and on.
In 61 years, the HewlettPackard Company has
touched millions of people
around the world in profound ways-ways we'll
probably never fully realize.
So, as Agilent Technologies and HP chart the
course for their future directions, they need only think
back to the actions of two
trailblazers who guided the
company on an incredible
journey-two trailblazers
named Bill and Dave.

